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15 Landowners state have 'stake'in route
Jones family
feels pull from
land once again

State begins
surveying route
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
While Calloway County property owners are
wondering how much of their land will be
affected by the proposed Cadiz to Mayfield fourlane highway, state officials are already hard at
work.
Although the specific route will depend on the
results from the surveyor, work will begin within
the next few years on a four-lane that will come
through the county.
Lindsey Briggs, transportation engineering
branch manager for preconstruction, said he
expects the designs for the project to be completed by early 1996.
"We have contracted with James-Winstead &
Associates, Inc. to do the design work and prepare the plans," Briggs said. "Once we have the
plans, we will begin appraising the property, followed by the acquisition for the right of way."
Briggs said the appraisals will be based on fair
market value. Construction, is expected to begin
in July 1998.
In September 1993, many Calloway property
owners attended a public meeting at Murray
State University in which the route was
discussed.
Although two other routes were discussed at
that time, the state selected the one that will run
completely through Calloway County, beginning
parallel with KY 94, measuring about 34.1

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer

BERNARD KANE/Ledgef & Times photo

Johnny Jones has farmed this land located off Highway 464 since he and his parents had to leave Land Between
the Lakes in 1968. Since then, the farm has become the family's full source of income. Jones is concerned about a
four-lane highway coming across his property because of the impact it will have on his farming operation.
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NCAA BOUND

Hatfield offered
Dole his GOP seat
By JIM ABRAMS
Associated Press Writer

Up until 1968, Johnny Jones and his family
lived in what used tsz_be known as Between the
Rivers (now known as Land Between the Lakes).
When the Tennessee Valley Authority asked
for the land, his family was required to give up
its property.
More than 25 years later, Jones is facing a
similar dilemma — this time with the Commonwealth of Kentucky.
This time, he, rather than his father, is in
charge.
When TVA asked for their - property at LBL,
Comte and Mabel Jones (Johnny's parents) came
to Calloway County and bought a farm, which
was formerly known as the Clem Roberts farm.
Now, Johnny is responsible for handling the
day-to-day operations of the farm since his
father suffers from Alzheimer's disease and his
mother is no longer alive. Johnny's sister, Dora
Shoat, lives next door.
Jones received a letter in mid-February from
the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet notifying
him that the Department of Highways needs to
survey his property for the proposed Cadiz to
Mayfield road project, Highway 68-80.
In addition to the one-page certified letter, the

CBS' "Face the Nation" Sunday,
said the Oregon senator still faces
possible recriminations from his
fellow Republicans, who are
drafting a letter to Dole discussing Hatfield's defection.
"I haven't made that judgment," Dole said when asked
whether Hatfield might be forced
to step down from his powerful
position as chairman of the
Senate Appropriations Committee. "I can find other senators
who have sort of strayed away on
different votes this year."
But Dole said Republicans
were frustrated about the Hatfield
vote, and new members in particular "feel that this ought to be

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole
says he rejected an offer by Sen.
Mark Hatfield to resign from the
Senate so that the balanced
budget amendment that Hatfield
opposed would not go down to
defeat.
Hatfield, resisting pleas from
his Republican colleagues, was
the lone Republican to vote
against the constitutional amendment last week. He joined 33
Democrats to send the amendment, which needed approval by
two-thirds of the senators, to a
one-vote defeat.
Dole, R-Kan., speaking on • See Page 3

Marchers return
to Selma bridge
By PAUL NEWBERRY
Associated Press Writer
SELMA, Ala. (AP) — John
Lewis was locked arm-in-arm
with other -veterans of the civil
rights movement, marching, singing and chanting in a scene
straight out of the 1960s.
Suddenly, the Georgia Democrat dropped from the line and
wandered over to the side of the
road to chat with some Alabama
state troopers, members of the
same force that clubbed him
unconscious 30 years ago.
"You AidnIt have any blacks
who were state troopers in
1965," said Lewis, recalling the
all-white posse who took part in
the "Bloody Sunday" mauling at

the Edmund Pettus Bridge, an
event that turned .the tide of the
civil rights movement.
Lewis, an Alabama native who
now represents a congressional
district in Atlanta, returned to
this city on the banks of the Alabama River with Coretta Scott
King, Southern Christian Leadership Conference president Joseph
Lowery, Jesse Jackson and three
other black congressmen to mark
the anniversary of the Selma-toMontgomery march.
About 2,000 people walked
across the bridge Sunday, and
100 were continuing today'on a
weeklong, 54-mile trek to MontII See Page 3
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HEADING TO THE 'BIG DANCE': Members of the Murray State Racers hoist the Ohio Valley Conference tournament championship trophy after clowning Austin Posy 92-84 in the finals Saturday night In Nashville. With the win, MSU qualifies for the 64-team
NCAA tournament. Shown are (from left) Marcus Brown (wearing hat), Stacey Barry and Ouennon Echols. Brown was named the
tournament MVP.
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row: Rebecca Byrum, Brenda Conway, Brandy
Lewis.
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We Appreciate Your Support. From Your YMCA Staff.
The Murray Family YMCA staff would like to thank all the YMCA
members, YMCA board of• directors and the Murray-Calloway
County community for their support through donations of time
and money. We appreciate your committment.

•MISSION STATEMENT•
To put Christian principals into practice through programs that
build a healthy body, mind and spirit for all.
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Membcr

United Way

MURRAY FAMILY YMCA
12th Street Branch • 209 North 12th Street • 759-9622 ory 759-9699
University Branch • 1510 Chestnut St. • 753-4295 or 753-0228
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FROM PAGE 1
gomery, where a rally is scheduled Saturday on the steps of the
Alabama Capitol.
Lewis was a leader of the original march on March 7, 1965, the
one that was turned back at the
Selma bridge by state troopers
and other lawmen who plunged
into the crowd with billy clubs
and tear gas.
"I thought I was going to
die," Lewis recalled.
He was knocked unconscious
and to this day doesn't remember
being carried back across the
bridge to the Brown Chapel AME
Church, where the march originated. Once he regained his
senses, he remembers telling the
crowd something to the effect:
"I don't understand how Prdsident Johnson can send troops to
Vietnam but he can't send troops
to Selma to protect people whose
only desire is to register and
vote.''
As it turned out, the gory spec-

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
Pick 3
8-3-5
Pick 4
8-1-3-6
Lotto
2-10-14-30-35-42

shocked the nation and
prompted Johnson to send federal
troops to protect a second, larger
march two weeks later. Led by
the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr.,
this one proceeded all the way to
Montgomery; a few months later,
the Voting Rights Act was signed
into law.
Selma is still a landmark city
in the civil rights crusade, but
things have changed. This time,
marchers were escorted by a convoy of patrol cars, blue lights
flashing on the gray, drizzly
afternoon.
"It's gratifying to come back
and see all the changes that have
occurred," Lewis said. "To see
the number of registered voters
and the number of black elected
officials in the state of Alabama.
To be able to walk with other
members of Congress that are
African-American."
The march also was a call to
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arms against the Republicancontrolled Congress, which has
threatened to dismantle legislation responsible for changes
many blacks hold dear, such as
affirmative action, welfare,
"motor voter" registration and
congressional redistricting to
elect more blacks.
Lowery estimated that only 30
percent of eligible blacks voted
in November, opening the door
for Republicans to seize control
of both chambers for the first
time in 40 years.
But Selma Mayor Joe Smitherman chastised the civil rights
leaders.
Smitherman — a white segregationist in 1965 who later
denounced race laws and continues to hold office in a city that
is majority black — said they
should have been out in force
long before the election.
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ANALYSIS

GOP targets
flip-floppers;
• but they aren't
running in 1996
By DAVID ESPO
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Republicans vow revenge on the halfdozen Senate Democrats who supported the balanced-budget
amendment last year, then helped sink it this week. But those six
aren't on the ballot next year.
That distinction falls to eight other amendment opponents —
Oregon Republican Mark Hatfield among them — making them
likelier test cases on the amendment's political potency, should
they choose to run. The next election is 19 months distant, though,
and hot-button issues have a way of cooling over time, subject to
intervening events and interpretations.
z"If you look at the poll numbers, 70 percent of the people want
it," Sen. Bill Bradley, D-N.J., said Friday of the balanced-budget
amendment he opposes. "But if it means cutting Social Security
and Medicare, 70 percent of the people don't want it."
Majority Republicans insist they won't touch Social Security as
they cut the deficit, although Medicare, the giant health program
for the elderly, is in for a big hit.
And Bradley's underlying point stands. Will people turn on politicians who block a balanced-budget amendment — which is merely a promise to cut spending — or will they rebel against those who
make actual cuts in health, education, farm and other federal
programs?
Whatever the voters ultimately 'decide, the prospect is for episodic combat through November 1996.
A parliamentary maneuver by Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole,
an unannounced presidential candidate, kept the amendment alive
for a revote on another day — one of his choosing, and one that
will be politically advantageous for Republicans running in 1996.
Trading his somber mien for a big smile the day after the amendment failed, Dole introduced the newest Republican senator — former Democrat Ben Nighthorse Campbell of Colorado. Campbell
said the Democratic Party's opposition to the amendment helped
seal his defection.
"They may have won the vote," Dole, R-Kan., said of amendment foes. "We won the seat."
The Republican National Committee is up and running with
radio commercials targeting the six Democrats who voted for the
amendment in 1994 and opposed it this time. These include Senate
Minority Leader Tom Daschle of South Dakota and, perhaps not
coincidentally, five others not on the ballot next year: Jeff Bingaman of New Mexico, Byron Dorgan of North Dakota, Dianne
Feinstein of California, Wendell Ford of Kentucky and Ernest Hollings of South Carolina.
The commercials echo a refrain that Republicans used with
devastating effectiveness in 1994, when they blamed Democrats in
state after state for casting the deciding vote in favor of the tax
hikes in President Clinton's deficit-reduction package. That measure was decided on a single-vote margin, much as the balanced
budget amendment was.
Daschle says he switched his vote because he was confident last
year that majority Democrats had a credible plan to balance the
budget, and doesn't believe Republicans have anything like it this
time around.
Dorgan and several of the others say Social Security was at the
root of this year's debate, and the GOP refusal to make the program's trust funds off-limits to deficit-cutters. North Dakotans,
added Dorgan, "aren't going to be fooled by some expensive radio
blitz by out-of-state political operatives."
But none of them dispute the balanced-budget amendment's
political appeal.
For all the talk about six Democrats who flip-flopped to oppose
the measure, five senators flip-flopped the other way. All five,
Democrats Joseph Biden of Delaware, Max Baucus of Montana and
Tom Harkin of Iowa, as well as Republicans Ted Stevens of Alaska
and Nancy Kassebaum of Kansas, face reelection next year.
"It's a minority view" to oppose it, conceded Minnesota Sen.
Paul Wel!stone, who voted against the balanced-budget amendment
and is perhaps the most politically endangered Democrat on the
ballot next year. "A fairly large part of my identity in Minnesota is
a kind of willingness to debate what you believe, to stand up for
what you believe and to say what you believe," he said.
Six other Democrats facing re-election in 1996 voted against the
measure, and Republican Sen. Alfonse D'Amato called a news conference to announce establishment of a $500,000 campaign fund
"dedicated to defeat" them. They are Bradley, who survived a reelection scare in 1990, as well as John Kerry of Massachusetts,
Carl Levin of Michigan, David Pryor of Arkansas, Jay Rockefeller
of West Virginia and Claiborne Pell of Rhode Island.
And the 72-year-old Hatfield, the only Republican to vote
oppose the measure. He hasn't announced whether he'll seek a new
term next year, and his vote against the amendment may spark a
primary challenge if he does.
Offered a chance to embrace Hatfield's re-election, D'Amato
sidestepped.
"It's a matter we're going to look at," he said. "Everything will
be reviewed and we haven't crossed that bridge yet."
Editor's Note — David Espo is AP's Congressional
Correspondent.
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New Republican has tough road
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen.
Ben Nighthorse Campbell, who
grew up poor, wants to help his
new party overcome what he says
is an undeserved image of insensitivity toward people going
through tough times.
He's got his work cut out for
him.
The ponytailed Colorado senator's conversion Friday from
Democrat to Republican was
greeted effusively by party
elders, more than one of whom
cited it as proof that their party is
diverse and caring.
"He knows what it's like to be
without food," said Senate
Majority Leader Bob Dole, RKan. "He's very sensitive to
many things that our government
does. Our government does a lot
of good things."
A day earlier, the House
Appropriations Committee had
slashed its way through government housing programs. When
Rep. Louis Stokes, D-Ohio, protested that public housing had
saved him and hit diplomat
brother from death or jail, committee Chairman Bob Livingston,
R-La., responded, "We can play
this compassion game all day, but
it won't cut it."
It is no coincidence that the
first targets of the shrinkgovernment Republican revolution are programs for children,
the disabled and the poor. One
reason is the GOP drive for wel-

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Jill Lawrence
Associated Press writer
fare reform in the first 100 days ram, all defended by powerful
of Congress, which has put those interests, are among the areas
programs under the microscope. Republicans say they are examinBut in the overall search for ing as they prepare a full-scale,
quick savings in the current fiscal multi-year budget plan due next
year, it's hard to avoid the con- month.
clusion that the first cuts were
In the meantime, the party is
deepest against those with the vulnerable to attacks on its
least lobbying clout.
priorities.
"Tactically I wouldn't disOne new Republican congressagree with that," said Stuart Butman, Rep. Jim Bunn of Oregon,
ler, domestic policy director of gained notoriety for saving a $6.5
the conservative Heritage Foundmillion visitors center in his disation. "A lot of us made the
trict by suggesting that lawmakargument that one of the first
instead eliminate a home
ers
programs to take on should be
weatherization program for lowagriculture."
income people. They did just
Butler contends administrative
that.
savings will ensure poor people
On a larger scale, President
are not "clobbered" by billions
has been pointedly conClinton
far
so
proposed
cuts
in
dollars
of
plans for a capital
GOP
trasting
in nutrition, education, housing
for upper-income
cut
tax
gains
that
concedes
Blithe
and welfare.
Americans with the party's
"it's problematic for the Repubudget actions to date.
blicans that the first things to
The trend was enough to discome up ... are those kinds of
turb one of the two black Repuprograms. They've got to focus
blicans in the House. In a rare
others.—
the
of
lot
a
on
critique of his party, Connecticut
Agriculture subsidies, defense
Rep. Gary Franks said he was not
spending and the Medicare prog-

sure whether GOP leaders were
pursuing "constructive changes
or merely attacks toward AfricanAmericans and the poor."
He warned, "Using sticks only
to alter behavior would cause one
to earn the mean-spirited label."
The party's image problems
are exacerbated by the hardnosed presidential campaign of
Sen. Phil Gramm, R-Texas. His
central theme is that too many
people are too dependent on the
government, and he routinely
assails the programs that have
made that possible.
Yet Gramm himself has benefited from government largess,
including subsidies for his.
education.
Campbell's challenge is to
"make people like Gramm understand people like him — who
sometimes as children ate only
one meal a day, the one provided
by the school-lunch program the
GOP wants to trim back and turn
over to the states.
"I remember when I was picking tomatoes on my knees before
I got enough money to go to
night school," Campbell said. "I
can bring those experiences, and
maybe that will help alleviate
some of the accusations that the
Republican Party is insensitive.—
EDITOR'S NOTE — Jill
Lawrence covers Congress for
The Associated Press.

WHEN 114E DENVER AIRFORT FINALLY OPENED,THE AUTOMATIC f3ACIGAGE CRUSHER FAILED
AND li4E TASK I-IADTo BE HANDLED tAANUAU.Y,AS SEFoRE 114ts WAS KEPT FIVA THE MEDIA.

Everything has a tsosin
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Somewhereeetween the cow and
your refrigerator, the government
gets involved and this whole milk
thing becomes complicated.
First, you need a license to
produce milk — different ones
for Grade A or manufactured
products.
Separate licenses are then
required for buying milk, dealing
or handling it, distributing it,
transferring it, hauling it, testing
it and weighing or sampling it.
Twelve different licenseS in all
are needed to get the stuff from
the farm to the shelf. And that's
not counting whatever licenses
are required for ordinary
groceries.
People in the dairy business
get no sympathy from those who
sell fuel, however. There are 38
separate forms used by people
who sell specialty fuels. Two of
them are to apply for permits or
licenses, the others are for
reports, certifications, refunds or
bonds.
Gasoline dealers have 32 forms
to fill out to pay their taxes.
By comparison, the ordinary
wage-earner in Kentucky has
only 15 forms he might have to
fill out by April 17 this year in
order ,to file state income taxes.
The Kentucky Commission on
Tax Policy met for the first time
last week to fulfill its gubernator-

CAPITOL IDEAS

Mark R. Chellgren
An Associated Press News Analysis
ial charge to examine the state's for ways the state raises money
tax code and recommend changes through taxes, from abandoned
to meet the needs of "adequacy, property to workers' compensafairness and equity as well as tion assessments.
Those 60 taxes require 268
economic competitiveness."
forms.
Simplicity was not mentioned
From food service establishin Gov. Brereton Jones' executive
order creating the commission. ments to psychiatric zsidential
a
Maybe it should have been, start- treatment facilities, you need
everything.
about
just
for
license
itself,
commission
ing with the
There are 297 separate licenses
which has a whopping 48 listed. And even that prodigious
members.
total doesn't count 21 different
A few members of the com- hunting and fishing licenses,
mission took it upon themselves which is whole different animal,
to broach the topic.
so to speak.
As, Tom Brown, a lawyer from
During the fiscal year that
Louisville noted, a goal of tax
ended June 30, 1994, the state
policy should be understanding. took in $5,507,192,354. That
"Most every Kentuckian should
includes the General Fund, the
be able to fill out their own
income tax return," Brown said. Road Fund and those items called
Income taxes are just the "nontax revenue."
Some of the taxes and fees
beginning.
may seem downright strange.
The 1994 edition of "Tax
For example, the state makes it
Facts: A Digest of Kentucky Tax
Laws" from the Revenue Cabinet illegal to sell cigarettes below
has some mind -numbing "cost." All cigarette wholesalers
are required to report and pay a
statistics.
There are 60 separate entries "Cigarette Enforcement and

Administration Fee," each month
of one-tenth of one cent per pack
so the Revenue Cabinet can
afford to make sure that no one
pays too little for a pack of
cigarettes. That requires Form
73A420, the "Monthly Report of
Cigarette Wholesaler."
Failure to comply can result in
the loss of a wholesaler's license
and fines up to $1,000 for each
offense — presumably each pack
of illegally low-priced cigarettes.
That's certainly one way to jack
up the price.
Some of the reports may seem
downright numbing.
For that special fuels dealer,
Form 72A097 is the "Transporter's Report of Motor Fuel Delivered." Not good enough. Form
72A098 is the "Transporter's
Detail Report of Motor Fuel
Delivered." Who was it that said
the devil was in the details?
Form 72A107 is the "Licensed
Special Fuels Dealer's Monthly
Report of Special Fuels Sales to
U.S. Government." That's merely a report form. Then is has to
be certified on Form 72A108,
"Certification of Special Fuels
Purchased by the U.S.
tioveVnment."
Mark R. Cheligren is the
Frankfort correspondent for
The Associated Press.
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Kentucky Young Farmers attend state convention
The Kentucky Young Farmer
Association held their state convention on Feb. 24-25 at the Executive
Inn in Owensboro.
The Calloway County Young
Farmer Chapter had 24 members
and guests in attendance for the
events that recognized outstanding
production and leadership in many
areas of agriculture.
Mike Burchett of Calloway
County won the Kentucky Young
Farmer Member of the Year Contest
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for 1995. Mike was recognized for
his outstanding farming operation,
leadership in the local and state
agricultural organizations, and development of a home and family.
Mike's wife Debbie and sons Joshua
and Brent were present for the
award presentation. First prize for
the contest is the use of a new Case
IH tractor for the 1995 crop year.
Mike's mother, Rubye Burchett,
was presented with an honorary
Kentucky Young Farmer Degree.

was won by Richard Smotherman of
Calloway County. Richard produced a yield of 4,174 lbs./acre on
5.6 acres. Richard was recognized
by Mickey Overbey, United States
Tobacco Company Representative
at the awards breakfast on Saturday.
Richard received a first place
plaque and a cash award.
Greg Workman of Calloway
County received a second place
finish in the White Corn Production
Contest. Greg also received a
plaque and cash award.
Other county entries included

The 1994 State Winner in Wheat
Production was Mitchell Paschall of
the Calloway County YFA Chapter.
Mitchell produced a 98.6 bushel per
acre yield on the 6.17 acre contest
entry. The contest is sponsored by
Zeneca Ag Products.
. Mitchell also placed first in the
1994 State YFA Double Crop Soybean Production Contest. Mitchell
harvested 5 acres of soybeans which
yielded 50.6 bushels per acre. The
KY Soybean Association is the
contest sponsor.
The Dark-Fired Tobacco Contest

CABINETS
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502-759-9672
630 N. 4th St. (Next to Lassiter Plaster) • Murray
A DIVISION OF SOUTHERN WALL SYSTEMS. INC.
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Shea Sykes, Au Cured Tobacco
Production; Tripp Furc hes, Bottomland Soybean Production and Yellow Corn Production; and Mark
Paschall, Upland Soybean Production.
Those attending from Calloway
County were: Don and Judy Overbey, Joel and Brenda Thorn, Jackie
and Richela Carson, Mitchell and
Jana Paschall, Johnnie and 'Cathy
Stockdale, Danny and Judy Cunningham, Greg and Shawna Workman, Eddie and Linda Workman,
Mike and Debbie Burchett, Tripp

and Sharon Furches, Mickey Overbey, Rubye Burchett, Becky Gore,
and Richard Smotherman.
The Kentucky YFA is a leadership development organization for
adults enrolled in young farmer
classes. The Kentucky YFA is
sponsored by the KY Department of
Technical Education and the KY
Department of Education.
The Calloway County Young
Farmer Program operates out of the
Calloway County High School
Agriculture Department and Johnnie Stockdale is the local advisor.

Introducing Heartland Tool & Die
We are a new facility in the West Ky.area offering you 25 years
experience in the tooling trade.
Our capacity include Molds, Plastic, and Die Cast, Jigs, and
Fixtures, Metal Stamp Dies,Special Machinery Requirements,
Precision Machinery Production, Machinery Repair and Welding. See Andre Szemeredy or Robert D. Smith, owners.

HEARTLAND TOOL S DIE
403A Memory Lane • Murray • Phone/Fax 753-3531

f
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A

RNITURE 8 MATTRESS
302 North Main • Phone 527-2400 • Benton, KY
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Due to rising interest rates our financial source as of March 15th, 1995 will no longer

TOP PHOTO: Calloway County
YFA members Mike and Debbie
Burchett (center) are congratulated by Case international representative Chuck Lazear (left),
and Farm Credit representative
Robert Monk (right) after Mike
won the 1995 Kentucky Young
Farmer Member of the Year
Award. BOTTOM PHOTO: The
Kentucky Young Farmer Association recognized these Calloway
County Young Farmers as state
contest winners (from left): Mitchell Paschall — Kentucky wheat
and double crop soybean for the
1994 crop year; Richard Smotherman — first place in the YFA dark
fire-cured tobacco production
contest; Greg Workman — second
place in the YFA white corn production contest.
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Protect your
mobile home

You Can Even Save More Because Of Our Special Sale Prices
Due To Our Soon To Be Expansion Program!

Find out how
Shelter's
Mobile Homeowners
package policy
covers you.
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It is very simple. make your purchase, then divide by 36. This is your payment.

Herold 'Jack" Ronk*
Licensed In KY 8 TN
759-1033 or 753-0873
401 S. 12th St. • Murray

MINIMUM PURCHASE $499.95/NO DOWN PAYMENT REQUIRED

Yes It's True -3 Years Free Financing
Purchase

$500

And pay Only
Well alwaYs be there for you.

SUBSCRIBE

FREE

Shim buurana•Cca. Hane011ke Colinthh04065116

$2,000

Purchase $ 1 y000 Purchase
And Pay Only
And Pay Only

$13.89 per month $27.78 per month $55.56
Entire Stock at These Incredible Terms
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•Living Room Suites
•Bedroom Suites
•Dinettes
"Dining Rooms
'Desks
'Curio Cabinets
•Lamps

'Queen Anne Chairs
'Swivel Rockers
•Cedar Chests
•Boxsprings & Mattress
•Recliners
'Coffee & End Tables
•All Lamps & Accessories

per

Purchase

$3,500

And Pay Only

month

$97.22

per

month

Choose From These Famous Name Brands:
•Benchcraft
•Stratolounger
'American Drew
'Armstrong
•England
'Athens

'Lea
•Serta
'Lehigh
'Franklin
'0'Henry
•Sidex

-Ashley
•Beechbrook
'Universal
'Action
'Vaughn/Bassett
'Florida
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Rued disc-stile Gator %lowers and
Nlower/Conditioners cut it down
from wet, stringy hay to fire ant hills.
Plus, Vermeer has a wide assortment of
Bit R-23 TwinRakes hydraulically
swap fields clean and adjust windrow bale morns,bale busters, trailers and
widths to match your pickup perfectly feeders to handle and feed it out.
New "K" Bakes roll up those famous The World Heavyweight Champion. And
World Heavyweight Champion bales. the One-Man Hay Svstem. Onlyfrom
I errneer Interested? Call today
Special Super -r Bakes help you
produce quality high-moisture silage or
gnallet. more manageable bales
And Sdate Wranpers help you to seal in
the freshness and improve the nutn t tonal
value of your forage feed.
Finimin
Crrdo 4
14. 4 bow
Owner: Brad Reek**
Z
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REDDICK FARMS & EQUIPMENT

EVERY ITEM IN STOCK
WILL BE TAGGED WITH A
SALE PRICE TAG
I Ot

THE DIFFERENCE IN OUR NO INTEREST SALE IS YOU STILL
CET LOW PRICES PLUS THE BONUS OF 3 YEARS TO PAY!

Best Prices In The Am,Guaranteed. Check With Us Before You Buy!
Just A Short Drive From Where You Are.

0% 11117:WALIL 0%
302 North Moen • Phon• 327-2400• Benton, KY

iNTEREST

Hours:9 - 8 Daily • Saturday 9 - 5
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Rt. 1, Barchvell, KY. • (502) 628-3196 • 629-3611 • 6211-5449
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Due to new merchandise arriving
daily, our store and warehouse
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We would like to thank
our alumnae for their
love and support!
Our thoughts are of you
March 6-12 for
Alumnae Appreciation Week.

•

Nutrition classes planned

—Delta Omega
To report local news call 753-1916

0

I

FLORA MAE MANNING of Murray celebrated her 90th birthday on Feb.
22. She resides with her son and daughter-in-law, John and Nancy Britain of Murray. She has two grandchildren. She is pictured celebrating
her birthday at Shared Care, the adult day program of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, located in Weeks Community Center.

Final 3 Days!

ALL
Fall & Winter
Ladies' Dress & Casual Shoes

Truck Just In...
Large variety of fat-free & sugar-free items now
available including chips, salsa, cheese dips,
pasta, salad dressings and low-fat granolas.

$__99
pair

Look for

Factory Discount
Shoes
100 S. 6th St.

753-9419

0/

1

Off

0 specially marked
items

(ENGLISH FARMS')
LSPECIALTY FOODS

41A

OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6

10th & Arcadia • Murray • M-F 10-5/Sat. 10-2 • 753-0921

PRICES EFFECTIVE MARCH 6 THRU 12, 1995

Calloway County Family Resource Center is observing National
Nutrition Month. A class on "Pyramid of Power Building Better
Health Through Nutrition" will be Tuesday, March 7, from 5 to 6
p.m. and 7 to 8 p.m. at East Calloway Elementary School. A class
on "Total Teaching Our Toddlers About Learning" for parents of
children, ages 2 and 3, will start Thursday, March 9, from 12:30 to
1:30 p.m. at Glendale Road Church of Christ. These will continue
each Thursday through March 30. A class on "Healthy Cooking —
Healthy Eating" will be Tuesday, March 21, from 5 to 6 p.m. and 7
to 8 p.m. at North Calloway Elementary School. These classes will
be taught by Paula Cathey, program specialist for the Resource Center. For information call 753-3070.

Soccer Foundation to meet Wednesday
Calloway County Schools' Soccer Foundation will meet Wednesday, March 8, at 8 p.m. in the office of Calloway County Board of
Education. All persons interested in the soccer program of Calloway
County Schools are urged to attend.

YMCA plans special events
Murray Family YMCA will have two special events. Its first racquet ball tournament will be Friday, Saturday and Sunday, March
10, 11 and 12, with play to begin Friday at 5 p.m. in Carr Health
Building at Murray State University. There will be three men's divisions, two women's divisions and doubles play. Another event
planned is the first 6 on 6 co-ed volleyball tournament. The "Volleyball 100" will be Sunday, March 12, in the Carr Health Building,
MSU, with registration fee being $70 per team. Prizes will be
awarded for first and second place teams. Contact the YMCA office
at 759-9622 or 753-4295 for registration forms and additional
information.

Performance on Wednesday
A performance by the Ars Femina Ensemble will be Wednesday,
March 8, at 8 p.m. at Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Centet,
Murray State University. This chamber music group has attracted a
national following through its pioneering work on women composers
before 1800. This event is part of the 10-year celebration of the
founding of the Kentucky Foundation for Women.

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, March
7, at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. "Meeting the Surprise" will be the program to be presented by Doll Redick, a local
teacher. She will discuss abut what to do when unexpected things
happen to you. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support
and social group for single adults, whether always single, separated,
divorced or widowed. For more information call Jeanne, 753-0224.5,
Pamela, 753-8863 or Linda, 437-4414.

Oaks ladies' bridge on Wednesday
Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will play bridge on Wednesday,
March 8, at 9:30 a.m. at the club. Hostess will be Doris Rose,
753-3690.

PHARMACY

Ladies Bridge at Murray club
Ladies of Murray Country Club will play bridge on Wednesday,
March 8, at 9:30 a.m. For reservations or cancellations call Eva
Morris at 753-8584.

Seminar planned by PSI

EARLY EASTER SAVINGS!

A klitirsoir MASTERPIECE

Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries International (PSI)
I will present a mini-seminar, "Improving Performance by Improving
Communication," on Tuesday, March 7, in the Community Room of
North Branch of Peoples Bank. Jerry W. Mayes, director of Comsult
Associates, will direct the mini-seminar. A social hour will be from
6 to 6:30 p.m. and the seminar will be from 6:30io 8:30 p.m. The
cost will be $20. Awarded will be .2 CEU hours and CPS recertification credit. For. information call Cathy Thompson at
762-4434 or Terri Mardis at 753-4926.

THE

JUST BORN
JELLY EGGS

LION KING

12 oz.

ROARING
ONTO VIDEO

Story Hours are scheduled
Story Hours will be held at the Calloway County Public Library
on Tuesday and Wednesday, March 7 and 8, according to Sandy
Linn, youth services director for the library. Parents and Twos are at
9:30 a.m. and Story Hours at 10:30 a.m. on both days. For more
I information call the library at 753-2288.
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Modern Pain
Medicine
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RITE AID
IBUPROFEN

499 '

.499
FREE
CLAIROL
NICE 'N EASY

°The Walt Disney Company.

Pkg. of 100
I
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F
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HAIR COLOR
Assorted shades

2499

SALE
Double Papasan Chair w/pad

$89.99
$200.00

Swivel Rocker w/pad

$120.00

Single Papasan Chair w/pad

SUAVE
ANTI-PERSPIRANT
OR DEODORANT

ULTRA
GOOD SENSE

Solid 1.75 oz.
Super Stick 2.25 oz.

TRASH BAGS
Pkg. of 15 or 20
Kitchen bags
Pkg. of 30
•
•

Papasan Stool w/pad
Solid Pillows & Pads
All Rugs & Doormats

SPECIAL

•
•

BUY

9
gc
Golden Flake Chips DOC

Coke

CREST

White Dinnerware
Pillar Candles

•

$40.00

20%
20%
20%
20%

• - Reg. & Diet 2 liter

TOOTHPASTE
6.4oz.
Stand-up tube
6 oz.
Wt P,ccAnvt riØ ne041 gr
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••• 6
•
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PLUS AlMtiCA*1 TAWS ANO CEPOINIS

1110111 111111011Lie
The Place To Discover

OP NON Mr1110FRATED PRODUCTS ONt

For the Rite Aid Pharmacy near you... call 1-800-4-DRUGSTORES

University Plaza • Chestnut St. • Murrtty, Ky.
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CALENDAR
Monday, March 6
Wranglers Riding Club/7 p.m./North
Branch of Peoples Bank.
Murray Girl Scout Leaders and Coleaders service unit meeting/6:30
p.m./Girl Scout cabin.
Youth Baseball Association signup
for summer leagues/9 a.m.-3
p.m./Dennison Hunt
Band Boosters/5:30
Calloway Coui
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Murray-Calloway ounty Camera
Club/7 p.m./Calloway County Public
Library.
Southwest Calloway Elementary
School Site-based Decision Making
Council/6 p.m.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
Grain Production meeting/6:30
p.m./Weaks Community Center.
First Christian Church events include
Boy Scout Troop 7716:30 p.m.
First United Methodist Church events
include Reach-Out Callers 1/4 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Revival Choir/6:30 p.m.; Revival/7
p.m.
Murray-Calloway County Shared
Care Adult Day Center open 7:30
a.m.-4 p.m. Info/753-0576. Murray Lodge No. 105 Free ant!
Accepted Masons/6 p.m. supper/
meeting at 7 p.m./lodge hall.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7-9
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
AA and Al-Anon closed discussion
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Building, South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Auditions for seventh annual West
Kentucky Playwrights Festival/7
p.m./Playhouse in the Park.
Info/759-1752.
First Regional High School Boys
Basketball Tournament/Graves-Lone
Oak and Fulton-Marshall/6 p.m./MSU
Racer Arena.
YMCA events include Beginning
Slide/5 p.m./University Branch.
Info/759-9622 or 759-9699.
Tuesday, March 7
Margaret Cook reception/3-6
p.m./North Calloway Elementary
School.
Southwest Calloway Elementary
School PTO meeting cancelled for
tonight.
RILLL111101S_c_lio 01 Band
Concert/7:30 p.m./Wrather West Kentucky Museum auditorium.
East Calloway Elementary School
PTO meeting/6 p.m.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Chamber of Commerce.
Info/Jeanne, 753-0224 or Linda,
437-4144.
Family Resource Center Nutrition
Classes/5 p.nrand 8 p.m./East Calloway Elementary School. Info/
753-3070.
Calloway County Genealogical
Society/2:30 p.m./Annex of Calloway
County Public Library. Note change in
time.
Kappa Department of Murray
Woman's Club/6:30 p.m.
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9:30
a.m. and Story Hour/10:30 a.m.
Free blood pressure checks/noon-2
p.m./Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Dees Bank of Hazel/
8:30-11:30 a.m., Wisehart's Grocery at
Midway/12:30-3 p.m.
Murray Branch of AAUW/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Secretaries Seminar/6 p.m./North
Branch of Peoples Bank.
Infor/762-4434 ro 753-4926.
"Celebrate Women" Conference/8
a.m./Curris Center, Murray State.
Infor/753-0224, 762-4492 or 762-6953.
Murray Optimist Club/6:30 p.m.
Coffee Break/9:30 a.m./Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Murray TOPS Club, Kentucky 434,
First Presbyterian Church/6 p.m.
Dexter/senior activities/9:30
a.m./Dexter Center:
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets, Murray. Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Hardin TOPS Chapter/7 p.m./Hardin
Library.
Cancer Support Group/3 p.m./private
dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Info/762-1100.

Tuesday, March 7
First Regional High School Boys
Basketball Tournament/CallowayCartistte and Titghman-Mayfietd/6
p.m./IASU Racer Arena.
Murray-Calloway County Shared
Care Adult Day Center open 7:30
a.m.-4 p.m. Info/753-0576.
Pamela Wurgler, soprano recital/8
p.m./Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine
Arts Center. Murray State. No
admission .
Auditions for seventh annual West
Kentucky Playwrights Festival/7
p.m/Playhouse in the Park.
Into/759-1752.
Murray Moose Lodge events include
Officers' meeting/7 p.m., regular
meeting/8 p.m.
YMCA events include Aerobics
Step/6 a.m./12th Street; Advanced
Slide/5 p.m./University; Swim
Lessons/7:30 a.m., Lap Swim/8:30
a.m./Carr Health. Info/759-9622 or
759-9699.

Tuesday, March 7
First Christian Church events include
CWF Group 11/10.30 a.m./Log Cabin
Restaurant.
First Presbyterian Church events
include College Fellowship/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church events
include UMW Executive meeting/9
a.m.; Quitters in Social Hail/9:30 a.m ,
Disci* II Bible Study/6 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Mothers' Day Out/9 a m. and 3 p m.:
Dorothy Group/11 a.m./Delyghte Humphreys; Revival luncheon/11:45 a m
Kathleen Jones/2 p.m./Louise Roper;
Revival Choir/6:30 p.m. and service/7
p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events include
Library open/10-11:30 a.m.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Weigh to Wirt/10:30 a.m. and
6:30 p.m.; MSU Bible Study/8:15 p.m.

learance
On All In-Stock
Wallpaper $499

double roll

99
Borders $4bolt

First Quality Mannington, Sterling & Quicksilver No Wax

622 South 4th Murray, Ky 759-9513

First Quality Mannington
Resolution & Silverado No Wax

How Carrying

Vinyl Floor 300/ °
/0 F
Covering

Short Roll Carpets

Play Ball!

$1799
Carpet tS.yd.

will have sign-ups at
Dennison Hunt for
all summer leagues.

There will be a $10 late fee
per player after March 8

OFF

Philadelphia Parade Level Loop Barber
15 ft. wide - several colors in stock

Youth Baseball
Association

Saturday, March 4: 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
Monday, March 6: 3 p.m.-6 p.m.
Wednes0y, March 8: 3 p.m.-6 p.m.

30°/0

25 ft. or less

,

Cabin Craft-Flying High-Anso Choice Fiber-100%
Continuous Filament Nylon - Scotch Guard Stain Release

Carpet $1099 sq. yd.

JOE SMITH CARPET

Hwy. 641 North -

Murray

(MC, Visa

&

Discover Accepted)

753-6660

ig to trade in your old car for something better? Trying to find a goo
Wiled ar? Got your eye on a new '957 Well, look no further! We want yo
away in the car of your dreams, and we've got the deals and selection to h

'95 Dodge Neon
Stk. #95390

'95 Plymouth Voyager

Maturing?

Stk. #95394

Woodmen's Flexible Premium and
Single Premium Deferred Annuity
plans are competitive alternatives to
other savings plans.The initial guaranteed rate'for amountsover $5,000
is:

%
cen be locked in
for one year.
Ask your Woodmen representative
about our Flexible and Single Premium Deferred Annuity plans.

Robert Duncan
Woodmen Building
3rd St Maple, Murray
753-6050

Come See
Our Friendly Sales
Staff for Plenty of
Dealin'

Woodmen
of the World
C

Life

Insurance Society

HMV Mar °audio. Narealue

C

BodgeTrudf5

Dodge Truths

'95 Dodge Intrepid
Legal Mumbo Jumbo: All prices are plus
tax, title and license with all rebates applied
down.'Payment figure on 36 month lease
with $1.000 down plus first month payment,
security deposit plus tax, title and license,
total at inception $1,632.90 with adjusted
residual of $6,303.36.

PEPPERS
2400 E. Wood St. • Paris, TN
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816

Stk. #9537?)

Whatever
It Takes, We Want
To Be Your Car or
Truck Company!
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MURRAY

Sports News

Tomorrow's Sports

• The First RogIon basketball
tOurnamant opens tonight at Racer
Arena with two boys games: Graves
County vs. Lone Oak at 6 p.m. followed by Fulton County vs. Marshall
County.

PORTS

II BASKETBALL: First Region tournament, MSU
Calloway boys vs Carlisle Co. — 6 p.m.

Racers return to March Madness
Brown bags IVATP
on MSU's title run

STEVE
PARKER
Sports Editor

By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor

Hard work
keys MSU
final sprint
to Nashville
One, two, three, four, five
trips to the NCAA Tournament
in the last eight years.
Let us count the ways.
In 1988 MSU went dancing
because of Jeff Martin and Don
Mann. In 1990, Steve Newton's
Racers earned a trip to Knoxville thanks to a hefty sophomore
named Popeye. And, in 1991,
they were just plain better than
anyone in the OVC.
In 1992, first-year coach
Scott Edgar found Pope ye Jones
to be the answer and rode him
to Milwaukee. And even though
.Marcus Brown is a do-it-all
talent, the 1995 Racers might
be going to the NCAA Tournament for the most basic of
reasons.
They simply worked harder
than anyone else that went to
Nashville hoping to earn the
league's automatic berth.
' After limping home from an
0-2 trip' to "Death Valley",
Edgar introduced the ailing
Racers to beautiful Murray
sunsets.
Though some complained of
the 6 a.m. workouts, they
quickly became the team's
badge of honor: "We may not
be the most experienced or
skilled team in the league, but
we can outwork anyone,
anytime."
"I give a lot of credit to
Coach Edgar for turning us
around and getting us up at six
in the morning," William
Moore said of the week-long
boot camp. "That was the turning point right there, because
ever since then we haven't lost
a game."
Once the Racers started winning (it's up to eight-straight
now), working hard became
addictive.
"He tried to stop the six
o'clock practices, but everybody said keep it going," said
junior Fred Walker, who did
more by 8 a.m, than most students did all day. "It wasn't
smooth getting up at 5:45, but
once we got in the gym and got
awake...and then we started
looking forward to the afternoon practice."
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Having players such as
Brown, Moore, Walker and
Vincent Rainey will make any
team good, but the hard word
made the Racers champions.
Did any player in the OVC
improve more than Racer center
Quennon Echols? No. He simply worked at it.
Does any coach in the league
Work harder to develop depth
than Edgar? No. Admit it, Stacey Barry and Kenneth Taylor
would be role players on every
team in the OVC, except Edgar
uses them without hesitation.
Murray State is going to next
Week's NCAA Tournament, not
because of Edgar, Brown, Rairiey or Echols, but because of
the way Brown, Rainey and
Echols worked...along with the
rest of their 1995 Ohio Valley
Conference champion.
teammates.

RACERS 92, AUSTIN PEAY 84

NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Marcus Brown came to the 1995
Ohio Valley Conference Tournament with what he calls a
"target" on his back.
It's indeed a good thing the
Murray State junior wears an "S"
on his chest.
Brown, named OVC Player of
the Year on Wednesday, left little
doubt who the league's best player was by the time he departed
Music City on Sunday.
He averaged 24 points in three
games, made steals, blocked
shots and rebounded. After he
was done, the Racers had an
OVC Tournament title and a trip
to the NCAA Tournament.
"I've had a pretty good week,
but it's all because of the guys
around me," Brown said after
Murray State beat Austin Peay
92-84 in Saturday night's championship game. "I have the easy
' part, I just shoot the basketball.
They're the guys, my teammates,
that find me and set screens for
me. Will (senior William Moore)
does a great job running the team
andaVincent-(Rainey) stepped up
his offense this year."
Brown, a 6-3 guard from West
Memphis, Ark., scored 28 points
on 9-of-13 shooting and picked
up six steals in the Racers' third
win over the Governors this
season.
"I wanted to put on a good
STEVE PARKLM/L04390f & MOS mow
show," said Brown, who wore
Murray State junior Fred Walker, center, battles Austin Peay's Bubba Wells for a rebound in the first half of
one of the nets from Municipal
the Racers' 92-84 champlowship win over the Governors.

AUSTIN PEAY (13-16)
Wen 4-9 64 16, Reece 2-8 4-4 9, Savage 5-12
6-6 17, Key 6-7 5-8 17. Jenkins 5-9 6-7 16. Casbon
0-0 0-0 0. Sbbil 1-4 0-0 2. Daniels 0-0 0-0 0, IA.
Moore 140.1 3. Mabry 0-0 0-0 0, Crenshaw 2-5 0-0
4 Total 2640 29-31 84
MURRAY $T. (214)
Brawl 9-13 74 28, Reilley 6-18 3-4 17, Waiter 0-0
0-0 0, W Moore 7-13 8-10 25, Dans 1-2 0-0 2. Barry
2-4 0-0 4.-Taylor 1-3 2-4 5. Anderson 2-3 6-9 11, Karns 0-2 0-0 0. Edina 0-2 0-0 0. Totals 28-60 26-35 92.
Hallinve-41-41. 3-point goals—Austin Peal 3-16
(plerce 1-1. Same 1-4. hi Moore -5, Will 0-1,
Crenshaw 0-2. Sibbrt 0-3), Murray Sr_ 10-23 (Brown
3-5, Rainey 2-3, W Moore 3-9, Taylor 1-2, Anderson
1-2. Harris 0-2) FOUI1111 out—JenkIns, Walker,
Echols Rebounde—Ausan Posy 34 (JenlUns 7). Murray St 35 (W Mons 8) Assists—Austin Posy 11
(Pierce 5), Slummy St. 13(W Moon 4). Total fouls—
Austin Posy 25, Murray Si 26 A-5,175

Auditorium around his neck.
"Accomplishing what I did last
year, there was a target put on
me.
"This was an alley fight, these
three games we played down
here."
Murray State (21-8) finished
the season as OVC co-champions
and reached the OVC Tournament's championship game for
the sixth-straight time. Racer
head coach Scott Edgar's Racers
got back to the NCAA Tournament after playing second fiddle
to Tennessee State the last two
seasons.
"I'm happy for everybody that
follows Murray State basketball,
but I'm happiest of all for William Moore because this was his
last chance," Edgar said. "Next to
that, I'm happy for the young
men that put forth all the work
and put up with me all year
long."
II See Page 9

FOURTH DISTRICT TOURNAMENT

Lakers continue run with
4th District championship
Calloway meets
Carlisle Tuesday
By MARK YOUNG
Stet Writer
Calloway County and Marshall
County gave„la.c.aLfans a perfect
example of 'what "March Madness" is all about Saturday night.
A packed Jeffrey Gymnasium
watched a pair of motivated boys
squads battle it out with a district
title on the line, and each fan in
attendance got his money's
worth.
Calloway withstood a 17-point
first quarter explosion from the
Marshals' Todd Clevidence and
overcame several- missed free
throws in the final minute to
eventually claim a hard-fought
51-49 win, giving the Lakers
their first district championship
since 1983.
"The fans really had to enjoy
this game," said Calloway coach
Ron Greene after his team

CALLOWAY 51, MARSHALL 49
CALLOWAY
MARSHALL

12 20 36 — SI
23 27 35 — 411
CALLOWAY CO. (51)
Cleaver 19. Herndon 10. Hombudile 8, Greene 6,
Bohannon 4, Anderson 4, McKeel TOTALS FG-A,
19-47 Three-point 4-19 (Herndon 2. Cleaver, Anderson) FT-A 9-14 Rebounds 23(Greene 10) Record
22-5
MARSHALL (48)
Clevidenn 19, Story 17, Brewer 5, Sanders 4. Langlu
4, Leper, Fraley, Morton TOTALS FG-A 19-17
Thre•-point 2-10 (Story. Brewer) FT-A 9-11
Rebcunds 22 Record 19-11,

improved to 22-5. "The fans were
excellent, and this really exemplified March Madness; it was a
great atmosphere and it was fun
for the fans and the players."
Calloway now moves into the
regional tournament at Racer
Arena, facing Carlisle County
Tuesday night at 6. Marshall,
meanwhile, is back in action
tonight, facing Fulton County at
7:30.
With the 22-5 record and the
district crown, the Calloway
program has turned completely
around in Greene's four seasons
at the helm. The Lakers went
from two wins his first season to
eight the next year and 16 last

season.
Calloway will most certainly
enter the regional tournament as
the favorite, a role Greene said
suits him and his team just fine.
"We've been ranked number
one in the region all year off and
on; we've gone from being the
hunter to being the hunted," he
said.
With the Laker defense concentrating on Marshalls' Jeremy
Story and Dan Langhi, Clevidence found himself open on
jumper after jumper to rip Calloway for 17 points. Clevidence
scored the final six points of the
opening quarter to give the Marshals a 23-12 edge.
"Calloway had to give up
something, and it was Todd's
jumper," Marshall coach Kirk
Chiles said. "We did a good job
finding him, but they put the
clamps on him in the second
quarter."
The Lakers did more than that,
though, holding Clevidence to
• See Page 9

MARK YOUNG/Ledger a Times photo

Calloway's David Greene (32) challenges Marshall County's Dan Langhi
for a shot in the second half of Saturday night's Fourth District championship game.

Marshall edges Lady Tigers in finals
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
The Murray Lady Tigers have
no reason to hang their heads
after Saturday night's Fourth District championship game.
After all, Murray played one of
its best games of the season, battling Marshall County down to
the wire.
But when the game's on the
line, few players can step up like
Brigette Howard.
The Lady Marshall guard

MARSHALL 49, MURRAY 46
MARSHALL
MURRAY

14 20 33 — 49
42034—IS
MARSHALL (46)
Howard 21, McDou0 10, -III, Fullon 6. Moon 4
Strath 2. lOneston, Sedthin TOTALS FG-A 22-51
Three-point 1-5 (Howard) FT-A. 44 Record 26-3
MURRAY (46)
Plyne
mofn8
I2.6Snyder 12. Dowdy 11, WIllarne 10. Shaw
Maddox. TOTALS FO-A 19-56 Threepain 2-7 (Marna 2) FT-A 6-10 Record 15-6

scored eight points during a 12-2
fourth quarter run that sparked
Marshall to a 49-46 victory at
Calloway's Jeffrey Gymnasium,
giving them yet another district

championship.
"Against Marshall, you have to
play 32 minutes, and I think we
did," Murray coach Jimmy Harrell said. "We had a couple of
bad breaks early in the fourth
quarter, and Howard is an outstanding player."
Both teams now enter regional
play at Racer Arena. Marshall
(26-3) faces Ballard Memorial
Wednesday night at 6 while Murray (15-6) battle Graves County
Thursday night at 7:30.

Murray looked to be in trouble
early, trailing 14-4 after one
quarter and hitting just one of 14
shots, but turned the tide in the
second period, outscoring Marshall 16-6 to forge a 20-20 tie at
halftime.
"We were a little nervous in
the first quarter because there
was such a big.crowd here," Harrell said. "But then we started
playing in the second quarter."
Murray's defense disrupted
Marshall's offensive game in the

4,-w...ft. •

second quartet, and the Lady
Tigers, led by Sarah Snyder,
dominated the offensive boards,
pulling down 14 for the game.
Marshall appeared to regain
control in the third quarter, pulling out to a 31-25 edge, but
Snyder started a 9-2 Murray run
late in the third with a three-point
play. Snyder and Wendy Dowdy
both converted offensive
rebounds into baskets and Bonnie
II See Page 9
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Racer riflers take
fourth in NCAAs;
Belden wins title

•Racers...
FROM PAGE 8
Moore, the team's only senior,
scored 25 points on the night, but
it was his three-straight 3-pointers to start the second half that
proved to be the difference in the
game.
Tied at 41-41 to start the second half. Moore started a 14-4
Racer run with his first 3-pointer.
By the time Moore's longdistance bombing and a harrassing MSU defense was finished,
the Racers led 55-45 with 17:24
left in the game.
Moore, who hit 3-of-9 threepointers on the night, admitted to
being frustrated in the first half,
"but in the second half I came in
and coach told me not to worry
about it, just shoot the ball,"
Moore explained.
"I told my teammates I'm
going to show everybody who the
best shooter in the nation is."
"I felt real good the first part
of the second half when Will
started hitting a couple of
threes," Edgar said of the lefty's
shooting exhibition. "He's the
type of shooter that when he gets
in the groove he can really stroke
it."
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Murray, which beat Peay by 17
in Clarksville the week before,
built the lead up to as many as 19
midway through the second half,
but had to fight off a last-ditch
effort by Peay to secure the win
in front of a crowd of 5,175.
"Even though in the first half it
was a one- or two-possession
game, I liked the tempo," Edgar
said:-"And I was resting guys and
they really weren't."
Peay (13-16) was hampered
late in the first half when 6-5 for-

•Lakers...
FROM PAGE 8
just two points the rest of the
night, none in the second half.
"Clevidence averaged about
nine points a game against us this
year, burhe had his wrist cocked
in the first quarter," Greene said.
"The more he shot, the more he
made."
Calloway held Marshall to just
one field goal in the second quarter, that by Clevidence, to pull
closer. The Lakers scored just
eight points in the period themselves, but pulled to within 27-20
at halftime.
When Laker -guard Brent
Anderson went to the bench with
foul trouble in the third quarter
and the Lakers trailing 29-22,
Greene called on senior Jay
Herndon.
Smart call.
Herndon, a streaky outside
shooter, scored 10 points in the
third quarter, including back-toback three-pointers, to bring the
Lakers back. Calloway's defense
also turned on, and when Brad
Cleaver and Thomas Hornbuckle
each converted steals into layups
in the final moments, Calloway
went ahead to stay, 38-35.
"I try not to be nervous when
coach tells me to go in; he
expects all I can give," said
Herndon, who had a similar hot
streak when the teams met in
Draffenville earlier this year.
After Herndon's sparkling
third quarter showing, it was
Cleaver's turn to come alive.
Marshall shadowed Cleaver's
every move through the first
three periods, keenly aware of his
three-point shooting prowess.
But with the game on the line,
Cleaver came up big, scoring 10
points in the fourth period.

ward Bubb& Wells went down
with a lower leg injury with :30
left in the half. Wells, the OVC's
second-leading scorer at 20
podus per game, played just sparingly and with a limp the rest of
the night.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger 8 Times
The Murray State rifle team
finished fourth overall at the
NCAA championships this
weekend at the United States
Naval Academy, while MSU
shooter Benji Belden won the
individual .air rifle
championship.
"It's a whole lot better than I
expected," rifle coach Elvis
Green said. "Back in November, we were picked llth and I
thought maybe we could go in
just one gun (air rifle or smallbore), but when we qualified, I
think a lot of people thought we
would just lay down and finish
16th.
Belden fired a 390 in the air

Also hampering Peay was
Brown.
With time running down in the
first half, Brown launched an
unsuccessful 3-pointer from the
top of the key. Before the buzzer
sounded, Brown gathered the ball
and fired again. Swish.
"Of course, the biggest lift was
when Marcus hit the three right
before the buzzer and tied the
game and gave us some momentum coming in (to halftime),"
Edgar explained of Brown's offbalance shot. "We came back out
and really made a nice spurt in
the second half.
"We came out in the second
half and might have played our
best basketball of the entire year.
I said (Friday) we were going to
play our best basketball today,
and we had to play our best
basketball today."
Brown's bucket at the end of
the half also got the Racers halfway to 80 points, which has been
a key the last two years. In games
where the Racers have scored
over 80 points the last two seasons, they are 32-0.

SCOREBOARD
Spoitaured By

lane Rogers Ins.
•

rifle championships to win the
title, while Diana Muth finished
fifth overall in the individual.
Freshman lryt Chance was
fourth in smallbore with a score
of 1167.
In team competition, West
Virginia won the title, followed
by the Air Force, Kentucky and
the Racers, as MSU was third in
smallbore with a score of 4622
and sixth in air rifle at 1535.
Belden's performance won
him co-shooter of the match,
which was selected by the College Rifle Coaches Association,
and he also was named secondteam All-American in air rifle,
while Chance earned honorable
mention All-American in air
rifle.

IN Lady Tigers...
FROM PAGE 8

it," Harrell said. "You have to
play defense and you can't let
them run up and down. This was
Payne swished a jumper to give
the Lady Tigers a 34-31 edge a great geam and both teams
know they've got a shot at winheading into the fourth stanza.
"If we get our big girls r' ning the region."
Payne and Snyder led Murray
involved early in the game, they
with 12 points each while Dowdy
Murray State, which last went do more for us, and Sarah Snyder
had 11 and Sara Williams added
to the NCAA Tournament in and Wendy Dowdy both had
10. The Lady Tigers were 19 of
1992, must wait for a week to good games," Harrell said,
56
from the outside. Dowdy
But
pressure
Marshal's
famous
find its destination.
.7
grabbed 12 rebounds while Snyddefense came alive early in the
"I'd like to play in Memphis," fourth, converting three steals
er had 10.
Edgar said, referring to one of the into baskets during the 12-2 run.
For Marshall, Howard led the
two Southeast Region sites. "It'd Marshall took a 45-36 lead in the
way with 21 points while Shana
be nice for our fans and these two first half of the final frame and
McDougal tossed in 10. Marshall
guys here, with (Brown) being
was 22 of 51 from the field.
held on for the win.
from West Memphis and Vincent
Marshall coach Howard Beth
"Marshall's going to make
being from Memphis."
runs, and hopefully you can stand
attributed the win to simply doing
what needed to be done.
"Our kids made the shots when
we nceded them," he said. "We
got hurt on the boards, but we
knew we would. Murray shot
well after die first quarter. They
shot. He also missed, but Greene
had players we wanted to shoot_
"In the first half I got a little
gathered in the rebound to end
taking shots and hitting them."
frustrated, but coach Greene said
the game.
let the game come to me," CleavCleaver and Herndon were
er said. "In the fourth quarter, I
think we wore them down and I Calloway's only double digit
scorers, but Hornbuckle added
got open."
eight.
Story added 17 points for
on
But when Story was fouled
Marshall,
a three-point shot with 32 sec"Jay Herndon came in ready
onds left, he hit all three free
throws to bring the Marshals to tonight; he's been shooting the
ball really well the last two days,
within 50-49.
and that's good to see," Greene
Following the Lakers' third
said.
miss of a one-and-one front end
"And Thomas Hombuck:.: has
in the period, Story was fouled
by Herndon with 15 seconds left, done some magnificent things
but he too missed. Anderson hit this year; he gave up six to eight
one of two shots with five sec- inches to some players, hut he's
onds remaining, and Hornbuckle always made up for it with hustle
rebounded the miss on the second and desire," Greene added.

lee me icor all your lamiy insaante mods •
303 N. 12th St., Murray

.....

(next to Century 21

753-9627
L ike a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
State Farm insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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LA Litters al Wm 6 30 p m
Detral al Clement 530 pm
Priem at Nommen. 7 pm
Ponied • hillipsukse 7 30 p m
Dower at Dallis. 7 30 p rn
Intaana at San Ammo. 730 pm
Utah • Sacrannirao, 930
Welasedrofa
Ni. York at Boman 610 p.',
Nay Aim, at Phi1•0•MMa. 530 pm
Detroit • Wasengton. 630 pm
.L A Liners al Orlando 6 30 p m
Derrell at Adanta, 6 30 p m
Seale • Minnesota. 7 pm
Dallas at Utah, II p m
LA Clovis at Golden Suds, 930 pm

szi...

5
13
14.4

27'•
34

QD We are proud to use
(K.
)recycled newsprint.

Congratulations
Carol Wimberley
Our newest
agent
at...

KOPPERUD REALTY
711 Main. St:

753-1222

It Doesn't Take
A Lot Of TIME
or MONEY To
Drive One Of America's
Favorite
Trucks!

MICHELIN*14
%wow
BECAUSE SO MUCH IS RIDING ON YOUR TIRES.

XHAV Designed to provide extra long mileage
in all weather conditions. The last set of tires

you may buy this century.
• Excellent all season grip over the life of the tread

• long even treodweor backed by an 80,000
Mile Treodweor Limited Warranty'
• Smooth, quiet ride

§ I I

CALL US FOR PRICES!

1995 FORD F-150 XLT

See ws Lat &Owls

SPECIAL BUYS!
XW4®
XW4®
XW4®
XZ4®
XW4®

215/70R14 BW
215/75R14
235/70R15
205/70R15
215/75R15

BW
ORWL
WW
BW

-Standard Driver's Air Bag
-Air Conditioning
-AM/FM Stereo Cassette/Clock
-Tinted Glass
-Power Locks & Windows
-Speed Control/Tilt Steering
-Light/Convenience Group
-Cast Aluminum Wheels
-Bright Electric Mirrors
-P235/75R X15

$69.00
$61.00
$88.00
$ 94.00
$70.00

I Monthly Lease Payment (24 mos.)

•189.59

Refundable Security Deposit

'200.00

Down Payment $793$250: ..°•
i.'• ",omm ...,

11,000.00

Total Cash Due at Lease Inception 4,389.59
Total Amount of Monthly Payments

'4,550.16
—

GOTTA GO...
All 1994 stereos
to make room
for '95 models.
Extra special
price lasts 30
days for kids
who don't get
help from mom
or pop!
We Sell The Best And
Service The Rest.

A Red Carpet Lease Makes Sense

LTX® A/S

'Ford Auto Club Membership
—24-hour roadside assistance

The durable, original equipment inspired
all-season light truck radial which
provides smooth even wear especially
in demanding commercial use

11
LT215/85R16
LT225/75R16
LT235/85R16
LT245/75R16

8 Ply

8 Ply
10 Ply
10 Ply

$111.00
$113.00
$122.00
$121.00

—Custom travel planning
—24-hour toll-free assistance

'See your dealer for a copy of this limited warranty. —Lease payment is based on capitalized cost of $14,800 on 1995 F-150 XL T . Lessee may
haws the opoon but is not obligated to purchase the vehicle at lease end at a once to be negotiated with the dealer at lease signing Lessee is
responsibie for excess wear and wir end $0.11 per mile charge for mileage over 30,000. Lease subiect to credit approval and insurability as
canwrninimi by Ford Credit. Leese payment excludes title. taxes and license Ism. For special lease terms, you must take new vehicle mud
delivery from dealer stock by 4/346.fTool cash due at leas* inception includes ..curuty deposit, first month's leas* payment . Lease payments
of $217.95 will include the Kentucky sax, license and property tax.

FORD
MERCURY
LI NCOLN

Rt. 7 Box 16 Sedalia Y
Mayfield KY 42066

247-5866

222 S. 12th • 753-5865 '

"See Us Before You Buy Or Lease."

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercur

Castleman Tire & Repair Inc.

World Of
Sound

-3 year/36,000 mile bumper-to-bumper
warranty'
'Pay only for what you use — just two
year's worth.

701

Main Street

Murray, Ky.

Y(502) 753-5273
.„
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", Gardeners are getting closer to planting seeds

•

when weds didn't come up that I've
and said,"Oh well, it must
shrugged
easiest mistakes to make we
bad seed."
been
have
the unes made because ot a lack of
later that I've done
out
find
1
information about the seed's relike completely
hnlhant
something
quirements for germination
to have light to
have
that
seeds
cover
I cant tell you how many unties
germinate. Or better still, assume
that, all seeds need warmth and
- faithfully keep seeds that need cool
conditions nice and warm.
To he fair, finding this type of
,information isn't always easy. Seed
For Auto &
packets often have lots of suggestions for outside planting but aren't
Home Owners Insurance
all that helpful for indoor growing.
A good general gardening reference
can help. If you know
book
Ronni• Ross & nanny Ross
who have had success
gardeners
p.m
a.m.-5
8
-Fri.
Office Hours: Mon
seeds, ask them.
skirting
with
p.m.
Now Also Sat. 9 a.m.-12
Now you know,for example,that
753-0489
t.00 Main St.
tomato seeds need to be covered and
need warmth for germination. Once
you get them planted, where are you
going to put them? After they're up,
they are going to need lots of light to
grow -- 12 to 14 hours a day.
The offhand advice to place see'Steel Frame Package
'Made From 66% Recycled
dlings "in any sunny window" is not
That Adds Quality & Value
American-Made Steel
all that helpful. Even if you have a
•I ower Energy Cost
-Economical Building Costs
south window that gets a lot oflight,
'fire & Termite Resistant
-Highest Siesmic Earthquake
the sun doesn't come out all that
Rating Available
For more information contact
often..
What you usually end up with is a
bunch of pale • spindly seedlings
/11)%11-1
Dover, TN
(615)232-5002
starved for sunlight pressing themselves up to the glass. They are not
exactly the stocky, robust transplants you envisioned.
The best solution to this problem
is to grow your seedlings in a warm
place under fluorescent shop lights
hanging about four to six inches

So, you vc got your seeds, stall
lard sod and containers, and you
think you re ready to plant.
A ell. not eatactly. There is more
to starung weds inside than duo% ii them in a pot and hoping they'll

s

grow
The

Growing In
the Garden
By Cathleen Pease

.1•MI•11111

Compare Our
Price & Coverage

Discover A New Dimension
In Home Building

)25;g11.-

Service After The Sale!
01-luscivarna

MODEL CRTS I

bottom plates

$699

E

F. 111 studs. 15 OC

F

N Steer service door
0 2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
P 2x10 headers
O 4x4 raised curb

We otter you: FREE Estimates, References and Location of
Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

Deluxe Models
Vinyl Siding

The Place To Buy Your Tiller
1,-2 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2'i7 CAR (24x30)

Keith's Lawn I Tractor Center
"Limp In - Leap Out"

/
0

G. 7' ••• Blandex
undersiding
H Masorete, wood or vinyl siding

— QUALITY. PRODUCTS —

80 EaSt.Main

TODAY'S CHH.DREN are blessed with a wonderful imagination and
strong creative urges. Introduce them to the arts.at a tender age. A gift for
drawing, acting or story-telling should be gently encouraged. Wise parents
will provide plenty of an materials for these youngsters. then sit back and
wait. Pushing too hard too soon would be counterproductive. Generous and
loyal, these Pisces find it almost impossible to understand or forgive a
betrayal. The ideal mate will share their noble spirit.

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.

E.en in the hardest wds. the bold. 5 hp kW digs
m In tact. Rs proven seek to be one ot the most
OJIabiti 119101 in this demanding rental market
Remarkably well-balanced. rt can be operated from
ether $ide or behind
• 5 rip Briggs and Stratton.'engine. sarong enough tor
Ms toughest sods.
• Counter-rotating 17 diameter Ivies reach 228 RPM
al lull throttle to break soil thoroughly
• I ?.inch MI width and 7-posibon depth stake
• Adjustable fine shields to protect young plants
*hen sling Warman rows A filature many Maws
lam
• Cut-pier gut cm ire drive shah lor long Me Tnes
protected by an amity rep‘aced sheer pm.

TUESDAY. MARCH 7, 1995
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope.based-On your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)

from the top of the plants. There is
no neat to use expensive grow
lights, as regular fluorescent bulbs
work nicely for growing trans-•
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
plants.
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Positive thinking and extra effort
When it is ume to set your
will take you straight to the top! The
carefully tended plants outside, ability to make the right decision
harden them off for a week or so
quickly earns you high marks.
before putting them in the ground.
Decide in what direction a romantic
Gradually get them used to being in
relationship is going. If if isn't what
bright sunlight and changing tempyou really want, refuse to make a
commitment. Giving in to pressure
eratures.
tactics would be a mistake. Invite
It may seem like a lot of work to
your mate along when you travel.
be bringing plants in and out, but
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
after all the tender care you have
DATE: sportscaster Lynn
THIS
given them, you would hate to lose
Swann, auto racer Janet Guthrie,
them to shock when they're transactor Daniel J. Travanti, Italian
planted. A day in the hotsun can kill
actress Anna Magnani.
a plant that is not used to direct
ARIES (March 21-April 19): A
sunlight.
business appointment may be difficult to arrange. Stay calm: losing
Do you still Zatift to try and start
your temper would be counterprosome seeds indoors?
ductive. Let others set the business
It is more complicated than most
agenda for a change.. Time is on
of us want to believe. For years I
your side. A secret wish comes true.
ignored all the advice I had read in
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
articles about seed starting..
Your compassion and loyalty win
For years! ended up with a few
you new friends today. People with
sickly,spindly plants. I still thought. good values admire your instincts.
they were pretty good. I know
Be prepared to make some practical
better now. Gardening does have a
choices on the home front. Group
activities help you escape a rut.
way of helping me examine my
GEMINI (May 21-June 20):
perspective.
Forge ahead in the financial arena.
Seeking quiet work surroundings
will help conserve your creative
energy. Something abstract becomes
Owner, DWAIN WARREN
MELBER, KY. • (502) 674-5530
tangible. Encourage family memCompletely Erected, Including Concrete Floors,
CHECK THESE
bers to protect their health by adaptNot Pre Fab Carpenter Built. All Quality Materials
FEATURES:
new habits.
ing
I. Self-supporting 2x6
A. 4" concrete floor
CANCER (June 21-July 22):
trusted ralters 2 ft
reinforced with
0C
Your partner may have a better sense
wire mesh
J i" plywood
what must be done to improve a
of
8. 12" footing
decking
p
C Polyurethane
credit rating. Cooperate. A major
shingles
down
Seal
K
under concrete
financial move is imminent. Soon
L Overhang covered
D. Anchor bolts
you will need to make fewer sacriM Overhead steel
in concrete
door
E. Treated
fices in your relationships.

Ross Insurance Agency

WYG STEEL

HOROSCOPES

759-9831

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

$3,525
$4,325
$4,625
$4,825
$5,425

CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2' 2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2,,r CAR (24x30)
1'2

Jacquelyn D. Watson, CPA
'Income Tax Preparation
•Bookkeeping
•Payroll
•

$4,025
$4,725
S5,125
$5,225
$5.925

753-4347

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Opening
new lines of communication will
improve a financial situation. Look
to the future, not the past. A direct
approach w ill work best. Pledge to
take prompt action once vital 'facts
and figures become available.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): A
partnership produces higher profits
than anticipated. Continue to keep
expenses under control. Emphasizing teamwork will boost productivity. Support your friends, but do not
sacrifice your principles.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Original ideas flow freely! A creatively
structured project holds great financial promise. Changes in the work
environment will boost morale. Recognize your offspring's special
weaknesses and strengths.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Money-making ideas cannot wait.
Move on them before time slips
away. Family ties give you important
support. Break away from old routines by trying fun group activities.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Schedule changes are needed to
accommodate your co-workers or
family. A long-standing arrangement
may have to be canceled. Business
prospects continue to blossom. Play
your cards carefully. Use finesse
when mixing business with pleasure.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
Concentrate on the essentials. Your
intuition is correct; you can expect
little support from others. Romance
could have its ups and downs. Do
not despair. Greater recognition of
your talents is in the cards.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Exercise self-control when.things do
not go your way. Be patient with the
very young. who cannot yet master
their temper or passion. Older heads
will come up with the right answers
tonight.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Strive to balance professional and
family concerns. Loved one's suggestions could bolster your bank account.
Diligence on the work front will be
rewarded with a raise or promotion.
Always be true to your high ideals.

302 A North 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky

SUBSCRIBE

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

AMIN.

Authorized
Xerox Sales
Agent

502-753-0123
1-800-489-1414
FAX 502-753-6751

XEROX.

Ciao & Hoa Dinh, Owner
Tung C. Dinh, Manager

STZ_1DENTS
OF THE
MOWN.

TWIN LAKES OFFICE PRODUCTS INC.
XEROX SALES AGENTS
COPIEkS - TYPEWRITERS
FAX MACHINES
LARRY BENTON

516 MAIN ST
MURRAY, KY. 42071

SALES REPRESENTATIVE

ADULT
LEIGHA WOLF

MECELI
Hong Kong
Restaurant

Martial Arts
America
is sponsoring a

753-4488

Open 7 Days A Week
Sun.-Fri

Family Tournament

11 a.m.-9:00 p.m. Sat. 4:30-9:00 p.m.
Sunday Buffet $5 95
I I am -2 p.m

Lunch Special $3.25
Monday-Friday 11 a.m.-2 p m
Daily

Call for carry out orders and more information.
We cater parties, banquets Itt meetings and can
seat up to 200 people.

gInc?
Queu

AGE: 17

DOB. July 6, 1977

Daughter of Ms. Sherry WO.
Hobbies are Tae Kwon Do,skating,
and shopping.
Favorite part of Tae Kwon Do is
competing in tournaments and
sparring.

T.C. Dinh
Repair and Maintenance
Plumbig and Electrical
Cleaning Sewer
1210/1212 Main Street
Murray. KY 42071

502-753-6111 Office
502-753-0606 Home
after, 5:00 p.m.

Future goals with Tae Kwon Do are
to work very hard to improve my
skills, become a black belt, and
hopefully become an instructor.

JUNIOR
JON VOWELL

FITTS BLOCK & READY
MIX COMPANY
EAST MAIN STREET
P.O.. BOX 816
MURRAY. KENTUCKY
AGE: 15

753-3540
You've pined
— eciding:
ettVv
e perfect dress
The perfect church
The perfect spouse
1
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the perfect metucs,too?

D-serpro_

D.O.B.: May 7, 1979

Favorrte part of Tae Kwon Do is
sparring, breaking, and working on
the bags.
Future goals with Tae Kwon Do are
to go to the Junior Olympics and
someday be a black belt

Dinh Rental Property
Houses, Apartments, Room
Office at
1210/1212 Main Street
Murray, KY 42071

502-753.1252 Office
502-753-0606 Home

2MYERSIttnitE7 co.
Office: 753-6450

for

St. Judes Childrens
Research Hospital
Starts 11:00 a.m.
March 11, 1995
Located at
Murray State Racer Arena
In The Can Health Building/
North Gym

•Free To All Spectators•
A_ martial arts

tmenca

THE

tgkt-

FAX: (502)) 753-8812
1-800-455-6450

Son of Mr. Ben 8 Mrs. Valerie
Turnbow.
Hobbies are basketball, football,
weight Idling, and off road biking.

Tri G. Dinh, Manager
T.C. Dinh, Manager

FAMILY CLUB

Call Today Irk (502) 753-6111

50D South 4th
Murray, KY 42071
ELEMENTS
For All Filters

FILTERS
For All Applications

INTERSTATE FILTER &
SUPPLY, INC.
LARRY ROBINSON
Phone 502-753-2372

P.O. Box 568
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Murray Lumber
Co. Inc.
753-3161
104 East Maple St.
Murray, Ky. 42071

Murray
Ledger & Times
•

1001 WhItnell Ave.
Murray. Hy. 42071

753-1916

—
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ORDINANCE NO. 94-1023
An ordinance of the City of Murray,
Kentucky, to provide, within constitutional
limitations, for fair housing throughout the
city as required by 42 U.S.C. 3601-20 and 24
C.F.R. irttegards to the receipt and expenditure of funding for the North Douglas
Development Project.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on
the 23rd day of June, 1994.

!): A
ufits
keep
asiz:tivinot

Wm. N. Cherry
SS Mayor

3rigively
inanwork
RecciaI

Attest: Jo Crass, City Clerk
Summary prepared by Wm. Donald Overbey, City Attorney

WE copy old photos Restoration, brown tone &
hand tinted Carter Studio,
300 Main st Murray
753-8298
PSYCHIC reading by Sue
502-335-3004 $1 00 per
minute
MEET nice singles Down
Home Introductions
615-235-5000

020

I

Nonce

21):
wait.
slips
irtarr
rou-

Persona
Notice

CALLER I.D.'s 753-5865.
FOR Stanley home products see or call Winnie
Love, 222 S 11th St
753-2342

s.

Dec.
ed to

OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora.
Closed
Open 5pm
Mon -Tues Pizza, salads,
hot sandwiches, gyros &
bread sticks Dine-in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1-800-649-3804

rS Or

ment
Mess
Play
iesse
sure.
, 19):
Your
(pect
lance
Do
in of

PSYCHIC FESTIVAL
- Holiday Inn, Ft.
Campbell Blvd., Hopkinsville, KY. March II
from 9 a.m. till 9 p.m.
Readings, Booths, Psychic Demonstrations.
Free Lectures every
half hour with $5. Admission.

18):
gs do
h the
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20):
I and
ggesount.
ill be
Mon.
Is.

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'tree local claim service'

LET us sell your antiques,
oollectables, and uniques
Rent a whole set of shelves
at Charles Antique kw
Located downtown Hazel
(502)492-8175
SUPER wild food Super
blue green algae, fuel that
fires Recycle your body,
more energy See the new
you 436-5019

C& C
Nursery
Spring is right around the corner.
This is a good month to:
• Trim & landscape
• Fertilize & seed lawn
• Mulching and mulch delivery
• General clean-up

753-2993

MAI

1•11•11k.

TOBACCO transplants
now taking orders kw all
varieties Buggs green
house, Wingo, Ky
502 328 8239

025
020

pamper Yourself From Head To Toe!
4 Layer Facial w/AlphaI lydroxy Mask
- Proven To Show Visible Results Instantly!(Includes eyebrou arch & nuni manicure)
( Brighten Your Day With A N
$25.00 Highlight
i
Reduce tension & strec,i‘iih a Furaffin pedicure,
including herbal-ease & aromatherapy - $22.00
Full Set Acrylic NJ&
$20.00

Fringe Benefits 753-1137
Nails
604h/2 Broad si ki

759-1874

Hair

Hodge and Noel
"The Income Tar Professionals"

INDIVIDUAL•BUSINESS • FARM • BOOKKEEPING
ESTATE • PAYROLL • SALES TAX • CORPORATE
Wf OF f

IljELECTRONIC
LaNTAX FILING
Joyce Noel, EA, CFP
915 Coldwater Rd.
r•

Mike Hodge, EA, ATA
(502) 753-6069

America's Second Car

Ugly Duckling
tril0=3;11111
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars. Custom Vans and Vans For Moving

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

ofin
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ale**
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will
Axil(
irect
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PATTY'S 1880's Restaurant Some special It's a
slow time of year, so please
feel free to come out and
visit without all the crowds
at beautiful Kentucky Lake,
home of the 2" pork chop
Call 502-362-8844 for
reservations

LOST Family petl Gray &
white female cat named
Tootsie Roll, near Bakers
Crossroad off 1828, Hazel
753-0060 or 492-8.313 after
7pm

Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

morAiti4
a.""
16-

POSTAL JOBS Murray
area $12 613/hr to start
plus benefits Carriers, sot
ters clerks maintence For
an application & exam incall
formation,
1 800 819-5916 ext 77
9am- 9pm 7 days

"Qualar Laua & Lvaadampe $e,vcrv'

(5021 753-5726

Growing lawn maintenance company Is
now taking applications for full lime
seasonal employees. Calls will be
taken Mon.-Frl. between 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
only.

753-5726
ON-CALL Caterer at Murray State University Training and/or experience One
year of experience in commercial food preparation
required; two years expenence which includes catering preferred Must be willing to work odd hours with
some weekend work required. Must be patronoriented and courteous.
part time position (up to 32
hours per week)and partial
benefits package. Salary
$5.71 per hour. Apply at:
Department of Employment Services, 1210 Johnson Blvd., Murray, Ky
42071. Murray State is an
equal education and employment opportunity MIF
D. AA employer.

060
Help
Wanted
$1000 WEEKLY stuffing
envelopes at home, free
detail. Send SASE, Victor
Dist. Dept CD, Box 548, Wichita, KA 67201-0548.
AVON earn $8-$14/hr Full
or part time No door to
door 1-800-827-4640 IND/
- REP

CLASSIFIED

RECEPTIONIST needed
for dental office Immediate
opening general office duties. experienced preferred
with filing insurance claims
Send resume to PO Box
1040L, Murray, Ky 42071
SUMMER EmploymentTeachers for science,
math, English, social studies, foreign lanuage Bachelor's degree in education, valid high school 9-12
teaching certification, and
experience working with
disadvantaged students
preferred Send letter of
application, resume and
names and phone numbers
of at least two references to
Upward Bound, Murray
State University, P.O. Box
9, Murray, Ky. 42071 by
March 24. MSU does not
discriminate on the basis of
race, color, nationality, origin, sex or handicap. Employment dependent upon
grant funding.
WANTED barmaids, waitresses & dancers, $500
plus weekly. Doll House
Cafe, Paris, TN.
901 642-4297, 7pm-2am
WANTED Dependable
waitress for Cypress
Springs Resort Call for interview 436-5496

NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS
APPLY IN PERSON AT

JAK EL INC.
Part & Full Time
Dell Help
Apply In person.

Owen's
Food Market

700 NORTH 4TH STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
(Located in former Safeguard, Sager Glove Plant)
PRODUCTION

WORK

ASSEMBLY LINE + INCENTIVE
AYUSA International, high
school exchange student
organazation seeks representative in the Murray
area Involves recruiting
and working with families,
students and schools_ Previous experience with exchange students preferred.
1-800-765-4963.
CLERK- needed to work
10am- 5pm Mon-Sat in an
antique mall in Hazel_ Must
be neat and able to work
well with public. Send resume to: Antique Mall, PO
Box 196, Hazel, Ky. 42049
DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students. Call
753-9378 Frye days a week
between 8:00am-3 00pm
This proiect is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry Council. This is an
Equal Opportunity program Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities
EARN 51000'S WEEKLY
STUFFING ENVELOPES
AT HOME START NOW
NO EXPERIENCE FREE
SUPPLIES, INFORMATION, NO OBLIGATION
SEND SASE TO STERLING DEPT 33, PO BOX
149167, ORLANDO, FL
32814

BENEFIT PACKAGE

SUMMER Employment
Resident Advisor positions
for SIX week summer program Must be 21yrs of age
or older Completion of two
or more years of college
with at least 2 5 GPA, resident advisor experience
and experience working
with disadvantaged students preferred Send letter
of application, resume and
names and phone numbers
of at least two references to
Upward Bound, Murray
State University, P 0 Box
9, Murray, Ky 42071 by
March 24 MSU does not
discriminate on the basis of
race, color, nationality, origin, sex or handicap Employment dependent upon
grant funding
TEMPSPLUS, 819 Broadway Paducah, Ky has
teller positions available in
Murray bank starting immediately Apply in person
No fee
TRUCK
DRIVERS
NEEDED NOW! No previous experience necessary
Carrier paid training available Immediate openings
$600 per week. Call now
1400-467-3806.
WERE looking for a wellorganized team player who
is professional and mature
Must be able to set priori
ties, attend to details, and
meet deadlines Prior management and/or communication skills a plus. Excellent opportunity for growth.
Non- smoking environment. Send resume to P.O.
Box 1040G, Murray, Ky
42071.
070
Domestic
& Childcare
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and experienced, references_ Call
Linda 759-955.3
HOUSE cleaning will do an
excellent and thorough 'lob.
Supplies furnished, references available. Call
Wanda 435-4640.
WILL clean houses, reasonable rates, references
437-4064

WORK FOUR 10-HOUR DAYS,

M-TH 6:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
OVERTIME POSSIBLE

100
Business
Opportunity

Equal Opportunity Employer

POSITION AVAILABLE
CALLOWAY COUNTY SCHOOL SYSTEM
The Calloway County Board of Education
has an opening in the central office for the
following full-time position, with the beginning date as soon as possible.
Administrative Assistant
Responsibilities of the position include.
-Procurement in compliance with Model
Procurement Code including all aspects of
bidding and purchasing
-Compliance with State and Federal Regulations, i.e., OSHA, ADA, Title IX
-Personnel records
-Policy management including review,
changes and updates
-Management of facility use by public and
staff
-Other responsibilities as assigned
Position offers excellent fringe benefits.
Salary commensurate with education and
experience from $16,000 - $19,500.
Send resume and cover letter to: Calloway
County Board of Education, Attention:
Cindy Jones, P.O. Box 800, Murray, KY
42071.

A beautiful opportunityImage Consulting This is
your chance to have an
exciting career with flexible
hours, greater income potential Full time, part time,
complete training, interview
nowl
Call
1-800- 737-0222
BUSINESS for sale Lace &
Ivy on court square Only
serious inquiries respond
7 5 3 - 3 2 25
or
502-623-8789.
FOR sale" 2,000 sq ft.
shop gas heat, office, bath,
drain, 3 phase current,
10hp compressor, on '/.
acre lot, 1 mile south of
Murray. 753-0062.

PAY PHONE
ROUTE
Prime Established Locations
Earn $1500 wkly.
Open 24 hrs.
Call
1-800-200-9137

50

LEASE Mini Mart/Grocery
on lake route Assistance
with opening cost
(502)437-4326 after 5pm
WE seek entrepreneurs
who want to exit the rat
race. Call today 753-2284
Box 214

112 So. 12th

Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town'
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Murray Ledger & Times
Fair -Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein is subject to
the Federal Fair Housing Act, which makes
it illegal to advertise any preference,limitation or discrimination based on race, color,
religion, sex, handicap, familial status or
national origin, or intention to make any
such preferences, limitations or discrimination.
State laws forbid discrimination in the sale,
rental or advertising of real estate based of
factors in addition to those protected under
federal law.
We will not knowingly accept any advertising for real estate which is in violation of the
law. All persons are hereby informed that all
dwellings advertNed are available on an
_equal opportunity basis.
For further assistance with Fair Housing
Advertising requirements, contact NAA •
Counsel Rene P. Milam, (703) 648-1000.

•

HAIR designer full time,
part time, booth rental or
commission available Contact Chris at 759-1100 day
or 753-4331

lin
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee, announces
the following job openings

LBL ASSOCIATION Nature Station gift shop clerk
Average 32/hrs week.
$5/hr. Great part-time job
for someone who loves animals, the outdoors, & children Cash register experience preferred If interested call 502-924-5897

RECaSTERED NURSE - Medical/Peciatric, full and
part-time, variable shifts; Orthopedic/Surgical, full
time 3-11, part-time 11-7; Med /surg , part-time 117. CCU/PCU, full time, 3-11/11-7; ER, full-time 311/11-7 with alternate scheduling pattern, OR, fulltime, days

NEEDED Experienced
farm machinery machamc
Benefits provided Apply in
person J D Eq Center
Murray. Ky 502 759 1617

NA part-time positions 3-11, 11-7, 7-3 in long term
care

NO experience $500 to
$900 weekly/potential processing mortgage refunds
Own hours 714 502 1520
ext 1209 (24Hrs)
Painters must have 2yrs
experience or more
Steady work, apply at
Black's Decorating Center.
701 S 4th. Murray, Ky or
•
call 502 753-0839

LPN - PRN positions available

Instruction

Line Dance Lessons
Beginner

For details contact:
Pept
(302)T62-1106
Personnel

V ovvial viii.orl viovvls
mph ata

803 Poplar Street

•

MURMY
CALLOVAY
COUNTY
HOSPrTAL
Murray. Kentucicii 42071
-
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COUCH & loveseat over
CUMULUS workbox com- PROM dresses size 4, 1
stunted Aztec design, 5mo
puter Intel 386SX proces- blue/silver sequined $225
old $500 obo 492-8198
sor, 2 MB Ram (expand- 1 Purple sequined $150
able to 16MB) 80 MB hard 753-4014
190
drive MS-DOS version 5.0 SUNTAN beds new 8
Fans
Pihorosift Works and Micro- used, buy, sell or trade
Equiteeed
soft windows installed
Parts & service on all beds
Packard Bell PB 8551 VGG We have lamps 8 lotions in BARNS for rent AC but
VGA color monitor Epson stock Call Sonny Hooks ley, dark fried 753-1300
L0-200 dot matrix printer 502-753-9274
or 9am 6pm or 489-2116
All used very little Paid 1-800-540-9790
7pm 1m
over $1600 new, will take
$600 for all Call 753-1660 USED bock $150/per thou
sand Approx 15-20 thou
after 5pm or leave msg
lieety
sand on pallets in Mayfield
FAPAPswel
110
247-1577
Want
USED student desk used FOR sale 2000lb forklift
To Buy
ow motor, triple action, ex
wood chairs, also hand
cellent condition
ANTIQUES by the piece or strip & refinished furniture
collections 753-9433 day George Hodge 806 Col- 502-753-5561
or night
dwater Rd Murray
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray

WANTED: 2 axle boat
trailer for 24f1 boat Send
pictures & asking price to: CHILD'S captains-bed
Andy Rachoy, PO 793, bedroom suite in pine
wood, like new, $400
Murray, Ky 42071.
759-1854.
WOOD splitter 435-4227
OAK baby bed with mat150
tress, $100. Twin size
Articles
headboard & foot board,
For Sale
$50. Call before 1:30pm at
474-8367.
1976 CJ5 Jeep with 8,000lb
winch, Jeep is in excellent
condition Two hide-a-bed
sofas, one queen size, one
regular size Both sofas in
excellent condition.
Hwy. 641 North •
436-5614.

BUYING a gun? Call me
first federally licensed
dealer will order what you
want at a discount price'
759-4110
GUNS buy, sell or trade
436-5650

UZI
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667.
FIREWOOD $30/ delivered, 525/ u -haul
436-2778 or 435-4490

Murray, KY 42071
Hrs. Mon -Fr!. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

1990 SOLOFLEX with butterfly & leg extensions,
good condition, $650 Call
753-9445 after 5pm

Anytime By Appointment

502-759-1333
Service and Quality Al Everyday Low Prices

480 GALLON propane gas
tank 492-8336
A beautiful hand beaded
red, short sleeve prom
dress with silver sequined
accents and matching
shoes & earrings. Price negotiable For more information call 753-5798 if not
there, please leave
message.
AIR compressor DeVilbiss
Shp, 60gal, 240 volt One
year old, as new $375
753-9761
BOGARD trucking and excavating, inc We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap. Mon -Fri
8-4pm, 753-2446.
FIBERGLASS underpining
$2/ sheet & up. Also fiberglass roofing many kinds in
stock Paschall Salvage
Hwy 641 V. mile S of
Hazel. 901-498-8564.
GRAY/tan pillow back
couch $75 Baldwin organ
$600 474-8222
MOTORCYCLE helmets,
pistols, titles & shot guns.
Work boots, carnouflauge
clothing. Jerry's Sporting
Goods, Mayfield, Ky
247-4704.
NEED vinyl floor covering?
High fashion colors &
prints. Low low prices,
hunter green, black &
white, yes we've got it,
bring your truck. $3.99/yard
& up Paschall's V. mile
from Hazel, Ky. on 641.
901-498-8964.
NEW metal siding & roofing Cover 36' out to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable carport kits 489-2722 or
489-2724
NEW sequin and beaded
prom dresses arriving
weekly Rent or sale SIZOS
2-3X large Tux rental also
Uptown Girl Boutique, 98
West 5th St. Benton, Ky
(502)527-8899
STUDENT desk $25, TV
cart $15, Sears exercise
bike $75, Ember Hearth
woodbunng fireplace insert
with blower $75. Quasar
25" console color he (works
fine) $50 Moving- All items
must go Call 753-1660 after 5pm or leave msg

Complete indoor display for your privacy and year around convenience.

Every Tuesday Night

at 7:00

(Doors open at 690)

Knights of Columbus Hull
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road
south to Sq. Hale Road, nght on Sq. Hale Road 1/4
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC.

753-0466

mile

NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

/ ALPINE
•

C6C
PPZ6
°Cidbldr
)

clarion-

Tapes
CDt
4=3.
ILJP Cs
Ak. Ft
Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard Music

Dixieland Center

753-0113

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized Into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on an "almost
guaranteed issue" and the policies will
be issued at the lowest available prem i urn.

We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199

Nationwide

1-800-455-4199
vommonlv•I

We Mahe
jjateef Calls
/loose

LOOK FOR HAWKINS
RESEARCH IN THE DIXIELAND SHOPPING
CENTER THIS SPRING.

Sports
Equipment

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.

Call 502-753-2635

ANT-LIKE SPEED- OUT
OF MEMORYHARD
DRIVE FULL- If this describes your computer
call HAWKINS RESEARCH now 753-7001.

WALNUT office desk &
navy blue leather office
chair. $495/both Call
8.3m-5pm 753-8355 ask
for Patsy

JUNK cars & trucks Phone
753-3633 ask for Larry

New Session
Beginning
Soon!!

120

Horns
Furnishings

For Sail

Computers

Advanced

Compular
HOME HEALTH Home Health Homemaker, full
time days

150

120
Help
Wanted

ContinueCare Home Health
Openings for:
Director Of Medical Social Services,
BSW &
RN (Calloway County Area).

Home health experience preferred, but not required.
ContinueCare serves Calloway, Marshall & Graves Counties.
Excellent salary and benefits package commensurate
with experience & qualifications.
Send resume and references to
P.O. Box 925, Murray, KY 42071
No telephone calls, please.
CCI is an equal opportunity employer.
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Business
Rentals
FULL ncks of seasoned
wood, $30 delivered
436-2458

RETAIL or Office Space in
s scie shopping canter
753-4509 or 753-6612

SEASONED firewood
630eick 492-8254
210

•--

12,380 apts Furnished,
very nice near MSU No
7 5 3 - 1 25 2
pets
days,753-0606 after 5pm

a.

SLOW DRAINS? DRAIN
CARE ends slow drains
Removes years of Wild-up
in pipes and it's safe to use
Money back GUARANTEED' Available at Murray
True Value Hardware &
Auto Hardware Notthside
Shopping center

1BR 2 blocks from MSU
$160/mo plus deposit, references required
759-3050 after business
hours
1BR apartment newly decorated, furnished and all
utilities paid Near downtown, no pets, lease & deposit required, available
March 1st. 436-2755.

270
Mobile
Home for Oats
1265 38R.2full baths, w/d
hookup, newly decorated
$4500 Call 753-6012 after
5pm

1BR duplex on Hwy 280,
energy efficient No pets
$285/mo +deposit
753-8848 before 9prn

1973 12x64 TOWNHOUSE, 3br 1 bath with
whirlpool tub, spacious living & kitchen, must sell
$4800 obo.i7753-4938.

1 LARGE bedroom lots of
closed, water furnished,
close to campus 753-0859
or 753-5214

1981 1470 AVON Park,
3br refrigerator, stove, storage shed, $7,500 Call
753-9745 after 4pm

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109
1 ROOM efficiency, very
near MSU, partial utilities
furnished. Available now
Coleman RE, 753-9898

1983 1470 2BR, 2 bath,
with porch, service pole &
underpinning 759-4131

1 ROOMS for rent at 1614
Olive Utilities furnished.
Share kitchen, Irving room
& bathroom facilities. Walk
to MSU. Coleman RE
753-9898.

1993 FRANKLIN 16x80
mobile home, 1180 sq ft.
3br, 2 full baths. central h/a,
stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, 6x8 wood deck,
8x10 stied 759-9459

2BR 1 bath appliances
furnished, gas heat, carport $425/mo, 1 month deposit, lyr lease, no pets.
753-2905 or 753-7536.

WILL sell for pay off. 1993
Gateway 16x8p 3br 2 bath,
meter pole 502-328-8365
280
Mobile
LeNftomes For Rent

28R 2 bath duplex, appliances furnished, w/d
hook-up, central h/a,
$475/mo, 1 month deposit,
year lease, no pets.
753-2905 or 753-7536.

2BR mobile home, C h/a
water furnished $275/mo
Coleman RE 753-9898
2BR trailer, no pets
753 9866

28R apartment for rent No
pets Near campus.
753-5980

SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br.
electric or gas. Walking dis-'
tance to college 753-5209. 2BR duplex with central
ti/a, outlets for w/d, carport,
no pets 753-9741
285
Mobile
Home Lots For Rent

2BR duplex in Northwood,
energy efficient, central
h/a, appliances furnished,
no pets, lease & deposit
required 753-7185_

MOBILE Home Village, wa
ter furnished, $80/mo Coleman RE, 753-9898

2BR duplex off 94E,
$300/mo, deposit, no pets,
energy efficient. 753-8848
before 9pm.

NEW park, newer model
homes only. Concrete
drives & walks Trash pickup & city water $100/mo
492-8488.

2BR duplex, appliances
furnished, in Northwood.
759-4406.

Bunnies
Rentals

2BR Embassy Apartments,
central gas heat, available
now. $300/mo. Coleman
RE, 753-9898.

1000 SO FT new building
stotable for rental, cOce or
beauty shop
Call
NEW 2br duplex. Washer,
753-0035
dryer, appliances furnDOWNTOWN office space ished, gas heat $425/mo.
available across from Imo security deposit recourthouse. $95/mo includ- quired. Call 436-5725 or
ing all utilities. 753-1266. 435-4480 after 5.

TOWNHOUSE
FOR RENT
in Cambridge Subdivision. 2 Bd., 1'/2
bath, family room,
large kitchen, great
storage, refrig. w/
icemaker, stove,
disposal,
microwave, dishwasher,
washer & dryer. No
pets. $450/mo. plus
deposit.
753-7435 days
753-3966
after 5 p.m.

lAUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting appicalions tor
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
MURRAY Manor Apartments now accepting applications for 1-2br apartments Apply in person
1 .30pm-4pm, Mon-Fri,
1409 Duigiud3,- - NEW lbr dose to campus,
%yid hook-up. Please call
753-0472.

Sweep
awed

1991 GOLDWING SE
1500, well mainlined and
waged. Nww Irreeand battery. Serviced and ready to
rid*. Matching savage
Viler with built in cooler
Extra chrome and custom
pinstriping, $11,900
HAVE an obedient, sate (502)759-2473
dog for show or home YAMAHA 4 wheeler, Ten
Classes or private lessons. Pro with PTO shaft, good
Serving Murray for over condition 489-2740
12yrs 436-2858.

6 YEAR old gelding 0
horse, gentle 753-6675 after tiprri

4'40

PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915

NEW 2br, 2 bath duplex
Gas heat. Deposit required.
$450/month. 753-1623
nights.

Used
Cars
1970 LTD RED, 4dr 26xxx
actual allieS Cal 753-7943
before 8pm

1990 CREST Ill, 2511 pontoon and 20hp Johnson,
excellent condition
753-4002 Wier 7pm

330

MCGEHEE'S painting &
decorating Do it right the
Cali
first
time
1-800-372-5345. Henry
County 901-247-5345

BOAT motor, trailer $750.
Topper for long wheel base MULCH. delivered Murray
Puck $50 Call 436 2458 area 436 5560
FOR sale Pontoon boat
28F T 1977 Harm float boat
with 1977 Johnson Sea
motor
Horse
or
50 2 7 26 69 1 1
502- 726-3832

MURRAY Fencing Free
estimates Owned & oper
rued by Mike Farley. Route
Murray
Ky
8,
502-753-9785

PLUMBING repairman with
USED boats, motors, trail- same day service Call
ers 8 salvage parts for sale 436-5255
Boat 8 motor repair, all
work & parts guaranteed RIDA'S Machine Quilting,
Wayne Darnell Menne Re- chiose of patterns Phone
pair, from Murray take 502 759 2479, Murray, Ky
121S 502-436-5464
ROCKY Colson home repair, plumbing, roofing. siding & additions All type
home & mobile home repair Free estimates.
474-2307
Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
hedge trimming, gutter SEAMLESS gutters in
cleaning Clean-up junk, stalled, residential or commercial, Servall Gutter Co
garbage Odd jobs, also A1
753-6433
househld moving Free estimates Tim Lamb SEWING machine repair
436-5744.
Kenneth Barnhill,
A-1 Tree professionals 753-2674 Stella, KY
Stump removal, tree spray- SURE WAY Tree & Stump
ing, serving Murray. Callo- Removal. Insured with full
way County since 1980. line of equipment Free esFree estimates 436 2247 timates. Day or night,
or 492-8737
753-5484.
ALL around hauling, mow- THE Gutter Co Seamless
ing, tree work,leaf reMoval, aluminum gutters, variety
cleaning out gutters, Joe. of colors Licensed, in436-2867.
sured Estimate available.
ALL home repairs, sheet- 759-4690
rock finishing & ceilings
sprayed Over 30yrsexperience Small jobs welcome
Licensed &„ insured.
474-8377

FOR sale by owner. 62 1972 MUSTANG Mach 1,
acres- 6 miles East of Hazel 302 engine, very good connear state line $8,500 Call di ti on , $3,900 obo
Rooms
after 4pm 901-642-3195
For Root
759-1894
UTILITIES furnished 1 FOR your Real Estate 1984 BLACK Olds Cakes,
needs, including Auction, well cared for, $2,000, firm,
28R, very nice, central h/a, block from university,
see Wilson Realty on 121 one owner. 430-2778.
appliances & lawn mainte- $150/mo. 759-1894.
South or call 753-5086.
nance furnished Coleman
1984 TOYOTA Corolla 5dr
753-9898.
RE.
HALEY Appraisal Service,
hatch back, 1 owner, well
Homo
Haley
Bob
call
38R, 2 bath, low utilibes,
maintained, $1850
Fat Rant
502-489-2266
with garage, $550/mo.
753-1163.
2BR 1 bath, with shower, KOPPERUD Realty has
753-3293 after 6pm.
CAVALIER Z24
gas heat, carport, great in buyers waiting to purchase 1986
ALMOST new luxury 2br
town location, 1mo deposit, homes-all price ranges If loaded, all options, good
apartment 2 car garage,
mach , $2150 obo
$400/mo, no pets. you are thinking of sellingoutside storage, ap753-1522 or 759 4806
contact one of our courte753-7920.
pliances furnished, no pets,
ous and professional 1987 BLACK Firebird Forlease and deposit required. 2BR house in Murray, with
agents at 753-1222 or stop mula, loaded with low mil
Cali 753-7185.
full 2br basement apt will
by office at 711 Main St age, needs work, great fix
rent separately, $350 up,
EXTRA nice 2br duplex
up car 435-4620 after 5pm
$200 down or both for
vath carport, gas heat, ap$450/mo plus deposit.
1987 MINI van, Plymouth
pliances, no pets, deposit &
Lake
Voyager,$2,500 1980 Nislease. 1817 Ridgewood 753-7724 or 753-5303.
Property
san 310 sports, $1,200
$425. 753-7457.
3BR 1 '/S bath, rent $550,
25 WOODED waterfront 753-9181
Dep.
$500,
reference.
KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeacres for sale. Fronting on 1990 BONNEVILLE, good
land Wesdy Village, lbr 753-0430.
Ky lake. A unique property
apartment, utilities in- 38R 2 bath washer & dryer, with lovely lake views and condition, new brakes, new
duded, rent based on in- stove, refrigerator, dis- easy lake access. Offered tires, 60,XXX miles
come.55 & older, handicap hwasher, vaulted ceiling, at $112,000. Contact Kop- 753-7724 or 753-5503
& disabled. Equal Housing large yard with fenced area perud Realty 753-1222. 1990 GRAND Prix LE four ANTIQUE refinishing, furOpportunity. in Kirksey. $495/mo plus MLS *3000233.
door, white with blue inter
niture repair & custom
502-354-8888.
deposit & references reior, $4,700 Call 753 0563
woodworking 753-8056.
OUTSTANDING
waterfront
quired. No pets.
NICE 2br,lake view duplex, 901-756-2705 after residence with beautiful 1990 PONTIAC Grand Am, APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
lake view, boat dock, large blue & silver, loaded, quad Factory trained by 3 major
10 min to Murray, exclusive 6:30pm.
neighborhood, $250/mo.
great room, 2 fireplaces, 4, alum wheels, 1 owner manufacturers. All work
3BR 2 bath,803 N. 17th St., spacious master suite, 3 garage kept $6250
527-9639 hod ok.
and parts warranted. Ask
central gas h/a, $475/mo, decks, designer decor & 753-4678.
for Andy at The Appliance
NOW taking applications appliances furnished, no much more. Located in a
Works, 753-2455.
for Section 8 low rent hous- pets, lease & deposit re- prime waterfront area close 1990 TOYOTA CAMRY
DX, 4dr 759 9744
ing. Apply in person at quired. 762-4483 8-4pm.
APPLIANCE SERVICE.
to Murray. Make your
Southside Manor, 906
dream a reality! Contact 1991 MAZDA 626 DX, Kenmore, Westinghouse,
FOR
rent:
nice
3br
house
Broad St Extended, beKopperud
Realty 44,XXX miles, loaded, sun-' Whirlpool. 30+ years extween 8am-1 2noon. No near Kirksey. Appliances 753-1222. MLS *3000229. roof. 753-15728am-4pm or perience. BOBBY
furnished,
central
air/
gas
phone calls please. Equal
HOPPER, 436 5848.
759-1910 6pm-9pm.
heat, w/d hook-up, deHousing Opportunity.
1.10
BACKHOE
SERVICE.
tached 2 car garage with
1992 MERCURY Cougar,
SUPER nice lbr apartment storage. Deposit & referBRENT ALLEN septic tank
loaded, 25xxx miles
For SO
at Farmington Square. 11 ences, $500/mo.
installation, repair, replace753-4987 after 5pm.
miles from Murray. Al ap- 753-6723.
ment. 759 1515.
sale
in
Preston
2
LOTS
for
1994 CROWNLINE 182,
pliances furnished.
Heights,
all
utilities
availBACKHOE
Service - ROY
IMMEDIATE
OCCU4.3, V-6, LX, all options,
$320/mo indudes water &
white & red, lots of acces- HILL Septic system, drivetrash pick-up. Deposit & PANCY. Cozy 2Iy South- able. 753-9741.
sories, excellent condition, ways, hauling, foundations,
lease required. No pets. west of Murray, $300/mo
.151
etc 759-4664.
plus deposit, no pets
must sell! $13,000
345-2748 or 762-4483.
Firm
435-4294.
(502)664-2764.
BACKHOE Service, comFor Sib
plete foundations, septic
NEW 4br duplex, 2 Vi bath,
360
A00
systems R H Nesbitt, Con11.7 ACRES,6 miles NW of
appliances, garage, w/d
For Root
struction Phone 492-8516,
Used
Murray on Palmer Rd.
hook-up, now available,
Or Loan
Truck
pager 762-7221.
489-2740.
$635/mo. (12 mo lease)
New 3br duplex, 2 bath, CREEKVIEW Self-storage
1971 GMC truck, 350 auto- BOB'S Plumbing Service.
appliances, garage, wid warehouses on Center
matic, factory air, Isulation and repair, all
hook-up, available May 1, Drive behind Shoney's.
Homes
489-2740
work guaranteed.
$625/mo. (12 mo lease). $20-$40/mo. 759-4081.
For Sais
753-1134 or 436-5832
1972
CHEVROLET
twb,
air
2BR apt. $245. 1BR apt.
$235. Downtown now avail- NORTHWOOD Storage 3BR 2 bath brick with large cab, body in good shape, BR YOh'S lawn service
Free estimates 759-1522
able. Deposit required: no presently has units avail- yard, between Murray and must sell. 753-5318.
pets. 753-4937, 436-2741 able. Call 753-2905, Mayfield, $67,000.
1978
FORD
F100
pickup
CARPORTS
for cars and
489-2296.
753-7536.
nights.
$2500. 1984 Ford LTD wa- trucks Special sizes for
BENTON- 2 story, 4br, 3 gon $1,100 good running motor home, boats, RVs
baths, 4 car garage, swim- condition. 474-8222.
and etc Excellent protecming pool. 527-1051.
tion, high quality, excellent
1987 MAZDA 5speed,casFOR Investors, 2812sq. ft. sette, a/c, high miles, runs value Roy Hill 759 4664.
new duplex, Fall Brook good, good tires, $2,750 CHIM Chin, Chimney
Sub. Rental income obo. 753-5816 after 5pm. Sweeps has 10% senior
$1100/mo, Price $123,000.
citizen discounts. We sell
1988 FORD full size
492-8516 or 762-7221.
chimney caps and screens.
Bronco XLT, excellent conFOR sale by owner, 4br dition inside and out, runs 435-4191.
house 2 baths, lake veew, good and .has good tires_
GOUN-TERTOFS custom
2000sq.ft on 3lots. Taste- 85,XXX miles, I love it , but I
Homes, trailers offices
fully decorated, $112,500. ain't gonna keep it, price
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
Shown by appt. 436-5900. $7,700. Call after 753-0305
436 5560
NEAT 2br in town home, after 5:30pm
And Save For A Handy Reference)
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
with many recent updates. 1989 DODGE swb, auto,
and Cooling Service • ComSpacious rooms remod- V-8, red, loaded, Hwy
plete installation and sereled bath, updated kitchen miles 753-2479
vice
Call Gary at
cabinets & fresh decor. All
759-4754.
appliances stay. Offered at 1989 FORD Ranger XLT,
$32,000. Contact Kop- super cab, 4x4. V-6. 5 CUSTOM bulldozing and
perud Realty 753-1222. speed, bedliner, tool box, backhoe work, septic syscamper shell, new tires, tems, 354-8161 after 4pm.
808 Coldwater Rd. • Murray, KY
MLS #3000230.
$5,500 obo 489-2663
759-1835
Horace Sholar
NEW 3br, 2 bath, W/P tub,
1989
SILVERADO
4x4,
oak cabinets, 1280sq ft living, garage. Priced upper step side, 77,XXX
CUSTOM tilling & small
$60's. 1405 N 16th. Call asking $11,995 obo. bush hogging 489 2995
759-1856
489-2722.
717 South 4th Street
DAVID'S cleaning serCommercial - Residential - Auto
NEW 3br homes, 3 to 1984 TOYOTA Land - vices We clean vinyl, brick,
cruiser,
p/w,
pld,
a/c,
tilt,
choose from. Located in
Free Estimates
drive ways, sidewalks, mosubdivisions 1 mile from rear heat, cassette, CD, bile homes. R V. 759-4734
Owner - Terry Butler (502)753-4527
university. All under ground brush guard. 65,XXX miles
utilities, gas, central a/h. Murray. 753 3113, DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowBuilt in kitchens, electric 753-7000.
ing ceilings 753 4761.
garage door opener. Fi- 1991 FORD
« Your Source For Metal Roofing & Siding 0
Explorer 4dr,
nancing available for quali- Eddie Bower, 2wd,
loaded, EXPERIENCED drywall
'andows. Door Track 8. Troneys, and Insulation
fied buyers- up to 95%, will sell for under loan finishing References avail
for Meta, Build,ngs
priced 70's & 80's. Call value, Super deal
able Call 436 2060
H,J•!.,,worn, Ild Hwy 299)
Office (502) 489,2/22
753-3672 after 5pm.
753-7275.
2724
t„4ay. KY 420,,i
tioalo 1902 409
FOR your home, replacement windows, Alcoa vinyl
NEW affordable homes, 1994 FORD Explorer, km
siding & trim, Bill Speed
2-3br in city. Starts at mid ited, 10,XXX miles
492-8103_
50's, financing available, 753-7934 after 333pm.
payments less than rent.
Offering Full Time Service
G & L Lawn Service, lawn
do
Sidewalks, storm sewers,
care & landscaping.
Route 1, Box 127 • Hazel
curbs & all underground
753-1934 day, 753-5847
C.ampers
utilities. 753-4444.
night
2BR upstairs apt. No pets ,
refrigerator, stove furnished.. 4 miles out 121 S.
$285/mo plus deposit.
489-2296

1

Lob

Dial-A-Service

Series*
Mad
TREE trimming, carpentry,
gutter cleaning Clean out
sheds, attics Free estiPaul Lamb
m a tes
436-2269 436-2102
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15 most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
1, Almo Open 9-12, 1 5,
Mon -Fr,, 753 0530
TREE Service Tree removal, trimming, hauling,
and landscape clean up
492-8254
WANTED standing tember
cut to suit you no less than
ten trees 1 502 345 2301
after 6pm
TIDYLAWN & yard service
Complete lawn & yard
cleaning & care tree trimming, light hauling free estimates 474-8570

•

SENIOR Citizen services
call 753-4778 Auto phone
takes your number
ZEBS VCR Repair Fast
service, reasonable rates
Call 753-3557
570
Wanted
WANTED: Serious training
partner for intermediate
body building Must be disciplined and committed to
growth 753-5778.

Attention
Classified Advertisers!
Dial-A-Service is a handy clipout section running each Mon"... day ill the dassifieds You get a
2x1 display ad, regularly priced
at $10.00, for

Only $5 A Week!
(Minimum of 13 Weeks)

Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916
..:!•(••

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency ad in Classifiedsevery day,including the Shopper,
_S160 amonthipaid in acivan.
Cali 753-1916 for details.

•<-

Painting 6 Drywall Finishing
'Interior - Exterior
'Commercial - Residential
•Large & Small We Do It All
•Personal Supervision of Quality Work

Ralph Worley 8 Sons
Family Owned
Over 35 Years Combined Experience

Ralph Worley Sr. Ralph Worley Jr.
436-5625
436-2034

lam.
You Can Advertise Here For
5.00 per week -(13 week minimum)

DIAL - 753-1916
(Clip This Ad

CAMP

'710f% ilectrie
04111.

SEPTIC TANK CLEANING
7 Days Pot Wook

MURRAY 753-9224
Dr. Mary- Brocringineyer
Chiropractor
lor

tT1appuilittn(911„.

753-2962
Insured

Completely Mobile

David's Cleaning Services
We Specialize in Cleaning'
Vinyl Siding • Homes • Mobile Hones • Boats • Brick

Phone (502) 759-4734

David Borders

Commercial Waste
Disposal
All "{vv.-.

V4:

16.

I-800-585-G033
1101

KTN
Carpet Cleaning Specialist
Uphollrery I Drapery Window Cleaning
Ronnie England • dim rnvlor

(502) 753-403,1

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
'toll? 1'shy 1%1 V I f Nrr
of the (Nato,

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responauble Irrr the dedin Wile.. that Medi
care does not pay SO* on part A., SI(in on rart II
Call me -fir ins KC in him mat
I RI I' I 111 l' INI I AIM I II NiI . I (ill kt I I II NI'S

753-7890

8 a.m.-8

p.m.

Ja.e.ATitt-IJI

WEST KY GLASS & MIRROR

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO.

nc

TRI-STATE
GARAGE BUILDERS
For Free Estimates

Call 1-800-767-3893

J.W. Jones Tax Service
492-8662 for

Appointment

Did you know
you could advertise a
double spot here for
only'10 per week?
aItli 7,533-1lPIZ
tkrsql)Ctaa
Ask for Karen or Melissa

World of Sound
33 Years In Business
Let us save you money on your car and home stereos
-Caller ID's"
Shop & Compare

222 So. 12th

MC/VISA

753-5865

New 3 BR-2 Bath
$67,500
Inside City

753-5561

1978 SHAMROCK 24tt
sleeps 6, good condition
753-2175 or 753-9108

HATAC- concrete pumping
services. Dan Govern
502 354 8442

1985 SPARMAN, 32ft
trailer with told out $6500
435-4481.

HONEY do jobs. Doing all
kinds of household handywork & fix it lobs 753-4034

32 FOOT Holiday camper
$3500 Serious Inquires
only. 502-759-4414

NEW brick home N 16th
across from SuNivans Golf
Course. 3br 3 bath, utility,
dining, large master bedroom with whirpool tub, 2
car garage with pebble
stone drive and walks Call
after 5pm 492-8873,

Canv-

NEW home; Colt*
ground Rd.3k 2 bath, central gas & electric, 1900.q ft
living wee on 1.22 acres,
rice. Call Mir Cal Realty
753-4444

520
liede

& Motors
14FT Polarkraft ion boat
4ft bottom, 25hp electric
start Johnson. Minnkota
trolling motor & trailer
753-9503
16FT ion boat 40hp John
son motor, good fishing
boat Cal 753-4549, after
5pm 753 4023

KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors, free estimates
Wulff's Recovery. Murray,
KY 436 5560
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
carpets, upholstery, free
estimates 753-5827
LEWIS Exterior Cleaning
houses mobile homes,
brick 8 vinyl, buildings,
R V s sidewalks, free esti
mates (502)753-6490
LICENSED ton electric and
gas 753,7203

OS
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
400 SUNBURY MURRAY (Boland Bunny Bramsl)
753-5940
•

WINDOWS
Replacement or
New Construction

---- itagsdale Siding
Er Windows
436-2875

4
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LOOKING BACK

DR. GOTT.

.•••

DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm considering
suing a local physician for malpractice. In your opinion, would the other
doctors in my community treat me
unfairly if I have to visit them in the
future?
DEAR READER: I don't know. This
is a complex problem. the answer to
which depends on your community.
If the doctor you are going to sue is
a reputable, "beloved" practitioner
whois.competent. reliable and caring,
you may take a lot of heat and criticism from his colleagues and your
neighbors. At the least, you'll be
labeled a troublemaker.
Some doctors may even be unwilling to treat you. because they woii't
want toplace themselves at risk. This
could make life difficult for you in a
small town. i It would be less of a
problem in a city or suburb)
Having said this. I should add that
most doctors would not treat you
unfairly, regardless of the circumstances. Once a doctor accepts you as
a patient. he is ethically bound to
treat you as he would anyone else.
But, as I said, they may not be willing

to take any responsibility for you
On the other hand. if the potential
defendant has been a party to other
malpractice suits, gives, generally
sub-standard care, is disliked by the
community. and is not popular among
his colleagues. you probably don't
have to wary about the consequences.
I recommend that you don't sue,
unless you have really suffered from
bad care. Malpractice suits are messy
and time-consuming, everybody (but
the lawyers) suffers. Legal action is
not an appropriate method to deal
with disagreements. anger and frustration.
I suggest that you make a formal
complaint to the doctor's county medical society. Upon receipt of the complaint, appropriate .authorities will
investigate your claims and act on
them. The process will not be public
but the outcome — which may range
from a reprimand to loss of medical
•license — may satisfy you.
Moreover, if the grievance committee determines that malpractice may
have, indeed, been committed, this
finding will greatly help your case in
court. Should your disagreement with
the doctor stem from problems

regarding fees and similar issues, the
medical society may force the defendant to make restitution At the very
least, you'll get a fair hearing with tittle or no inconvenience, embarrassment or bad publicity
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've been diagnosed with sciatica. I'm having severe
pains in my leg. early morning stiffness.
and now have noticed weight loss.
DEAR READER: Pressure on the
nerves in the lower spine may lead to
numbness, tingling or pain in the buttock and down one leg. Called "sciatica," this disorder is ordinarily caused
by a herniated disc between the spinal
bones.
However, rarer causes — such as
abscesses or tumors — also have to
be considered.
Because you have associated stiffness and weight loss, you should have
extensive testing, such as an MRI, to
diagnose your condition. Ask your
doctor to refer you to an orthopedic
surgeon (or a neurosurgeon) for a
second opinion.
1995 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.
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CATERING JOB,
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TODAY IN HISTORY

-

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, March 6, the 65th day of 1995. There are 300
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 6, 1836, the Alamo in San Antonio, Texas, fell to Mexican forces after a 13-day siege.
On this date:
In 1806, poet Elizabeth Barrett Browning was born in Durham,
England.
Ten years ago: Authorities in Mexico found the body of kidnapped
U.S. drug agent Enrique Camarena Salazar and a Mexican pilot at a
ranch east of Guadalajara.
Five years ago: The Soviet parliament overwhelmingly approved
legislation allowing people to own factories and hire workers for the
SOMETIMES ALL TIAAT
CELINE 91GrIlPf IS ..1UST
first time ,in nearly seven decades.
Too 1,4)(1A "TO KEEP UP
One year ago: Two top Clinton administration officials, Vice President Al Gore and White House adviser George Stephanopoulos,
1
appeared on the Sunday-TV talk shows to blame Republican sniping
for much of the furor over Whitewater. Greek actress-turned -politician
Melina Mercouri died in New York; she was about 70.
411444';‘
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Tea years ago
•
The Eighth Grade Industrial
Ls Asa Loberger. daughter of
Arts classes, of Dan Blankenship
Dr. and Mrs. Gordon Loberger of
at Murray Middle School just
Murray, has been elected Chaircompleted a unit on "Mass Proman of Region 6 Explorer Posts
duction." They mass produced 42
of Kentucky. Tennessee, and
rockets and proved that they
parts of Illinois, Virginia and work during class on Feb. 28.
West yirginia.
The rockets were set off by curSenior Airman Michael R. Holt
rent from an automobile battery
is stationed at Osan Air Base,
and induced parachutes which
South Korea.
opened at tbp of their flights.
Births reported include a girl to
Births reported include a boy
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Paschall, Feb.
to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Delle,
23; a tpy to Mr. and Mrs. Terry
Feb. 10; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Woodard, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Keith Wilson, Feb. 12; a girl to
Dean Dean, a girl to Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hoke, Febi
Mrs. Billy Rogers, and a boy to
15; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Sills, Feb. 24;
Mahan, Feb. 18.
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry NorsThirty ye,I ago
worthy, Feb. 26.
Old Man
inter refused to
Fred McClure was honored at a
• leave We ern Kentucky and
surprise party in celebration of
dumped more snow on Murray
his 95th birthday on Feb. 21 at
and
Calloway County. About two
his home on Woodlawn Avenue.
inches were recorded. Schools in
Twenty years ago
Calloway County were closed
Walter L. Apperson, chairman
because of the weather.
of Fund-raising Drive of CalloAmos Tackett, a member of the
way County Chapter of American
faculty of Murray State College,
Red Cross, is pictured addressing
spoke about "Landscape and
over 80 volunteer workers and
Lawn Planting" at a meeting of
guests at a kickoff breakfast at
Murray Kiwanis Club.
Holiday Inn. The goal for the
Mrs. Olga K. Freeman was
is
drive
$12,000.

1

CALVIN and HOBBES

CdINITRACT BRIDGE

Oita 1•

CATHY

ng

MOM CAME OVER EVERY
(ARE YOU KiD--1
OM YOU
7 444Mil—LAbT WEEK. THEN CHARTHINK ANYDING, ALEX ,
ITS ALL I'VE
MORE ABOUT
LENE AND ANDREA CAME
THOUGHT
OVER. THEN AlARCIA, BRENDA
US. CATHY
ABOUT.
KAREN AND JEANNE CAME
OVER. THEN EVERY cf111ER4
WOMAN I KNOW CALLED.

WE TALKED...CRIED_ CONSOLED... ANA 012ED . SPECULA?E D REHASHED...

JII
THOUGHT
YOU
NEEDED
TIME. TO
YOURSELF,

mEN GO iNTO
THEIR CAVE
ALONE. WOMEN
00 INTO THEIR
CAVE WITH
15 GIRLFRIENDS.
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FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

Jr.

Moreover,he performed the task
North dealer.
in a very simple style. He led the
East-West vulnerable.
heartjack from dummy attrick three
NORM
and, when East covered with the
•QJ
queen, won the trick with the ace.
V J 106
Then, instead of continuing with a
•K Q 7 4
trump, which seemed the natural
+A K 53
thing to do, he cashed the A-K of
EAST
WEST
clubs and ruffed a club.
41042
K 98 5 3
Dormer now led a second round
VKQ
5 32
of trumps to East's king, and the
* J1095
•A 2
remarkable effect ofthissequence of
.*Q 10 7 2
▪ J 86
plays was that East wagon lead in a
SOUTH
helpless position. If he returned a
4 A 76
spade declarer would finesse,losing
V A 98 7 4
to the king,butSouth's only losers in
+ 863
that case would be a spade, a heart
+94
and a diamond.
The bidding:
If East elected to return a diaSouth West
North East
mond at trick eight instead of a
Pass
3V
Pass
1 N1'
spade,the outcome would be exactly
4V
the same. Afterruffing, West would
Opening lead — ace of diamonds.
It is noteasy tosee how South can find himselfon lead,also in a no-win
make four hearts after West starts position. He would have no choice
out by leading the ice and another but to return a spade and Dormer
diamond. Declarer apparently must would then lose only a diamond, a
lose a spade,a heart,a diamond and heart, and a diamond ruff.
By playing three rounds of dugs
a diamond ruff and go down one
before leading the second round of
against best defense.
But Albert Dormer,British star trumps,declarer had left West with
who has probably written more about no safe exit card if he got the diabridge in all its facets than just mond ruff he was looking for. At the
about anyone else, managectto make same time, Dormer demonstrated
the contract after reaching four that extra touch of class he has so
'often written about.
hearts on the bidding shown.

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS

ABLE TO STAVE OFF LONEUNES5 YOL1 DON'T NEED BIG MUSCLES
TO BE A SUPER HERO
IN A SINGLE. HOG!

MALLARD FILLMORE

1 Bikini top
4 She's
remembered
8 Last mo.
11 Shortened
13 A Stooge
14 Anderson ID
15 Kind of cross
16 Strip of cloth
18 A Gabor
20 Dentist's
deg.
22"— Baby"
23 Birthmark
25 River in
Germany
27 Scarlett's
home
30 Boxingvictory abbr.
32 Swiss hver
34 Mr. Wallach
35— -ROM
37 Prior
40 Grad-to-be
41 Eskimo knife
43 Hindu
cymbals
44 Next to Sun.
46 Johnson and

1

tS
sad)

1)1,AN1

ASK YOUR
(

P06 IF
RE WANTS TO COME
OUT AND PLAY cARD5

Rickles
48 Mr. Gibson
50 Auricles
53 Car
assemblers'
assn.
55 Soak, as flax
57 Apple or
cherry —
58 Arrange
61 Blackbird
63 Richmond's
St
64 Colorado
ligian
65 Wind around
a plane
68 Wander
about idly
69 "Winnie the
—"
70 Everyone
DOWN
1 Opera shout
2 Unch ID
3 Picnic pest
4 Bea Arthur
role
5 — ease
6 Mal de —

honored at a retirement reception
by Puryear High School Unit of
Parent-Teacher Association. She
has taught 22 years at the school.
She was presented a silver tray.
Jane Vaughn and William B.
Henry were married Feb. 20 at
Louisiana, Mo.
Forty years ago
Plans are being made for possible administration of Salk polio
vaccine to 800 first and second
grade children in city and county
schools who will be eligible to
receive the vaccine if it is
licensed, according to Dr. J.A.
Outland, county health officer.
Members of six Calloway
County Junior Conservation
Clubs are busy building bird
houses in an effort to be the recipients- of one or more of the 18
prizes offered by Calloway County Conservation Club, sponsor of
the bird house building contest.
J.B. McClain is director for the
project.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. E.D. Winchester, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Bob Spiceland, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Lubie Parris,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ted Ray
Wilkerson, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. James Majors.

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY:Jeff is 31 and I am
30. When we met 15 years ago, he
smoked less than a pack a day. I
was never a smoker. We were very
much in love and married young. I
put up with his smoking because he
promised me that after our first
baby was born, he would quit smoking.
Well, our "baby" is almost 10
years old, and Jeff smokes two and
a half to three packs a day. When I
remind him of his promise he says.
"You knew I was a smoker when
you married pie."(Never mind that
he knew I suffered from asthma.)
For the last five years. I've had
bronchitis every winter. Last year it
went into pneumonia, and when I
wheezed at night, he complained
about the noise.
Our 6-year-old has allergy problems, and our 4-year-old wakes up
coughing. There are burn marks on
every piece of furniture in the
house. The towels in our bathroom
reek of smoke, and there are smoke
stains on our bathroom ceiling 'because Jeff can't go in there without smoking.
When he smokes outdoors, he
tosses the butts on the lawn, ever,
though there's a large can filled
with sand for his cigarette butts. I
once offered our kids a -nickel for
every butt they picked up. it Cost
me a small fortune.)
Two years ago. Jeff came down
with bronchitis, and I was awakened every night by his trying to
cough up enough phlegm so he
could breathe.
I offered to make an appointment with our doctor for Jeff to get
the nicotine patch. but he said he
enjoys smoking and has no desire to
quit.
Abby, I don't know how much
longer I can put up with this. I really love the guy, but if I could live my
life over, you can bet your behind I
would never marry a smoker.
LAURIE IN PHOENIX
_.
DEAR LAURIE: Smoking is
addictive. Life would be less
complicated if smokers married
smokers, and.non-smokers married abstainers.
* * *

DEAR ABBY: May I comment
about nurses who discuss the
patient's condition in the patient's
Answer to Previous Puzzle
room, as though the patient were
EVERT
ED ION
not there?
TAMDRY
EARTHA
A few years ago, my 60-year-old
EA husband lay in a`coma for a week.
ANIMATE
LL
RAMS My family and I made only upbeat
LB OVUM
HOI and positive comments in his room,
DAIS ELIA
REO because no one knows how much a
EN I D
ESTEE
comatose person understands — or
EDOM
ELLS
when he could awaken.
SOAPS
MS FIAT
A nurse interrupted the brief
MIAS
ALVA4 SLOM
time I was given to be with my husDS
I RED
RAGS
band in the intensive care unit. She
TA said, "The doctor suggested that I
10 LEER IIAR
GLASER ask you to consider donating your
SIMOOIN
H A ill D L E husband's eyes and kidneys to the
EBERT
hospital's organ bank."
3-6 1995 United Feature Syndicate
Abby, this was spoken in my
husbilnd's room as though he were
19 Hgt
7 Mine
21 Tinier
not there.
entrance
24 Piece out
8 Shadows
I was very upset, and returned to
'26 Capuchin
9 Game of
the waiting room to join my chilmonkey
cards
dren. Within 15 minutes, a nurse
28 "Treasure
10 Decimal base
to inform us that my husband
came
Island"
11 1954 film
author ands ) had died.
12 Uncouth
I have always felt that my hus29 Ventilate
person
band was in limbo, and when he .
17 Cudgel
31 — bran
33 Sleep stage
heard the nurse's remark about
(abbr )
donating his eyes and kidneys, he
—
the
35 Chew
chose to go to a better world.
(ponder)
A WIDOW IN COLUMBUS,OHIO
36 Unclaimed
mail dept
DEAR WIDOW: Please accept
38 Butt against
my sincere condolences on the
39 Fish eggs
42 Brand new
loss of your beloved husband.
45 Short sleep
Most nurses are compassionate
47 —_ Paulo
and sensitive to the feelings of
49 Restraint
th 'r patients and their fami51 Opponent
52 Dress border lies. The nurse who thoughtlessly made that comment was a
54 Enclose in
paper
rare exception. If you didn't
56 Explosive
report her to her supervisor
(abbr
and your husband's doctor, you
58 Before Sept
OP
should have.
59 Depot
(abbr
For Abby's favorite family recipes,
60 Uncle (SP)
d envelope,
send a long, self add
62 Retirementplus check or money order for 111.1.95
plan Inds
t $4.50 in C•n•dai to: Dear Abby,
66 Artificial
Cooltbooldet No. I. P.O. Boa 447, Mown
language
Morris, III. 111084-0447. (Postage Is
67 - Paso
included.)
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DEATHS
Stop by Sat., March 4
thru Sat., March 11
and helpus celebrate our

Mrs. Cathenne Jones

Mrs. Dorothy M. Smith
Mrs. Dorothy M. Smith, 84, Murray, formerly of McLAnsboro. Ill.,
died today (Monday). March 6. 1995, at 7:35 a.m. at Long Term Care
Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Freeman Glass
Freeman Glass, 67, Akron, Ohio, died SundaY;March 5, 1995, at 4
p.m. at a hospital at Akron.
Born March 18, 1927, in CallovAiy County, he was the son of the
late Tom Glass and Maggie Turner Glass. Also preceding him in death
were one sister, Mrs. Josephine Linn, and one brother, Joe Pat Glass.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Jane Baylor Glass; three daughters,
Patricia Glass and Jennifer Glass, Akron, and Mrs. Jessie Neidert and
husband, Chris.. Union Town, Ohio; two sons, Billy Glass and wife.
Robin, and Freeman Galss Jr., Akron; three grandchildren, Lanedtte
Palmer and husband, David, Brian Neiden and Julie Neiden; two
great-grandchildren, Brittany and Justin Palmer.
Also surviving are four sisters, Mrs. Elizabeth Turner, Murray, Mrs.
Sue Hill, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs. Genella Dublin, Mayfield, and Mrs.
Geneva Stairs, Hickory; two brothers, Flavil Glass, Canton, Ohio, and
Tommy Glass, Mayfield.
Funeral and burial services will be in Akron.

Mrs. Joyce Bizzell Allcock
Mrs. Joyce Elaine Bizzell Allcock, 56, Nashville, Tenn., formerly
of Murray, died Friday, March 3, 1995, at 8:15 p.m. at Baptist Hospital, Nashville.
A graduate of Almo High School, she had been employed in Murray for several years before going to Nashville. While here she was a
member of Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries International.
She was a member of Dexter-Hardin United Methodist Church, but
attended West Meade Fellowship since residing in Nashville.
Born July 26, 1938, in Calloway County, she was the daspter of
the late Boyd Bizzell and Larue Mathis Bizzell.
Survivors include her husband, James Otis Allcock, to whom she
was married on March 26, 1994; one daughter, Mrs. Sheri Riddle and
husband, Kern, Hardin; two sons, Michael Haley and wife, LaDon,
and Brad Haley and wife, Shelia, Murray; two sisters, Ms. Betty Bizzell and Mrs. Ruby Moody and husband, Jim, Murray; five grandchildren, Adam Haley, Jason Haley, Austin Haley, Jaime Riddle and Jessica Riddle; two nieces; two nephews; four great-neices; two great-

The funeral for Mrs. Catheriftegones was Saturday at 2 p.m. in
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. W.E. Skipper officia .
Burial was in Walnut Grove Cemetery near Benton.
Mrs. Jones, 77, Rt. 8, Benton, died Thursday, March 2, 1995, at
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
A member of Walnut Grove Church of Christ, she was the daughter
of the late John H. Hausman and Mildred May Hausman.
Survivors include her husband, George Jones; three daughters, Mrs.
Mildred McCrady, Benton, Mrs. Patsy Pierce, Murray, and Mrs.
Elaine Tinsley, Panama City, Fla.; one son. George Franklin Jones,
Benton; one sister, Mrs. Betty Thompson, Adams, Tenn.; two
brothers, John Hausman and Richard Hausman, Nashville, Tenn.;
seven grandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren.

Talmadge P rry Jones
Talmadge Perry Jones, 76, WalfIut Street, Benton, formerly of Murray, died Saturday, March 4, 1995, at 11:55 p.m. at Veterans' Administration Hospital, Lexington.
He was retired from the United States Army having served in World
War II, Korean Conflict and Vietnam War. He also served as a
Church of Christ minister.
His wife, Mrs. Mary Elizabeth (Lil) Jones, died June6, 1994. Born
June 2, 1918, in Murray, he was the son of the late Robert Leslie
Jones and Omie Edna Miles Jones.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Karen Lee McDowell and
husband, Dwight, Rt. 7, Murray; one son, Joe Frank Jones and wife,
Debbie, Silt, Colo.; three grandchildren, Justin McDowell, Rt. 7, Murray, and Stephanie and Matthew Jones, Silt, Colo.; two greatgrandchildren.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.
MEIN
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Nelson County
considers curfew
BARDSTOWN, Ky. (AP) Nelson County police Chief Mike
Newton says a curfew might give
his officers a way to reduce the
vandalism and burglaries plaguing the county, and to stop underage drinking parties in the
51.01181er.

The funeral will be today at 2_ p.m. at Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist Church. The Rev. Eulas Greer, the Rev. Don Faulkner, the
Rev. Dean Emerson, the Rev. Kendrick Lewis and Dr. Kenneth Riggs.
Burial will follow in Temple Hill Cemetery with arrangements by
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home of Murray.

Mrs. Eva Jane Barksdale
Funeral rites for Mrs. Eva Jane Barksdale were Saturday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale officiated.
Singing was by Glendale Road Church of Christ Singers with Raybo
Dunn as leader.
An additional service is today at LaJunta Church of Christ, Rocky
Ford, Colo., with burial to follow in Rocky Ford Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Glendale Road Ohurch of
Christ, Murray, where she was a member.
Mrs. Barksdale, 81, Murray, died Wednesday, March 1, 1995, at
8:30 p.m. at her home.

"This might be a plus in our
favor," he said. "It might turn
out to be helpful."
Judge-Executive Dean Watts
proposed a curfew last month,
after the court system's bill to the
county for supervising juveniles
sentenced to home incarceration
tripled.
The Nelson County ordinance
would impose a curfew of 11
p.m. Sunday through Thursday
nights and 1 a.m. on Friday and
Saturday nights. It would apply
to all juveniles -- anyone under
18.
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110% on Large Selection of Designer Prints
Register To Win A $25 Gift Certificate
No Purchase Necessary

519 S. 12th St. (Next to Benson's Sporting Goods) • 753-7575
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I Get Your FREE
I Full Spinal Examination!
1
(NO OBLIGATION - NOIHING TO PAY)

YOU MAY HAVE ONE OF THESE
16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES!

1
2
3
4

13 Numb Fingers
9 Numb Hands
Dizziness
10 Bursitis
Sore Elbows
14 Hip Pain
Neck Pain
11 Pain down Legs
15 Tight Muscles
16 Aching Feet
12 Muscle Spasms
Indigestion
FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your
aches and pains. This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a
chiropractic orthopedic test, a chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal
alignment check, an examination for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a muscle
strengthness test; and a private consultation with the' doctor to 'discuss the results:
Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5
6
7
8

DISCLAIMER: OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU: THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON
RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY. CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES,EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH
IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.

Dr. Dennis 1. Heskett, D.C.

entire e_xaminarrnn is FREE
It your Ant mom care and treatment
we do all Me paperwork

FREE LIMITED TIME OFFER. Call for your appointment TODAY!

759-1116
CENTER
CHIROPRACTIC
HESKETT
301 N. 121h St. (at University Square) Murray, KY 42071

L.........---FREE............,
PMA 1988

James Lovell
Final rites for James Lovell were Saturday at 11 a.m. in the chapel
of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. Dr. Greg Earwood officiated with
Mrs. Allene Knight as pianist.
Pallbearers were Luther Geurin, Ernest Hendricks, Dale Arnold,
Keys Keel, Larry Cherry and Lucas Cherry. Burial was in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Lovell, 75, Rt. 6, Murray, died Thursday, March42, 1995, at 4
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. One son, Jimmy Lovell,
and one sister, Mrs. Emma Vickery, preceded him in death.
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ATTENTION HOMEOWNER
$AVE TEN$ OF THOUSAND$ OF $$$
•NO REFINANCING•NO PAYMENT INCREASE
•BUILD EQUITY 3 TIMES FASTER
•BE DEBT-FREE 10 -15 YRS. SOONER
CALL 753-2284, EXT 103 FOR FREE RECORDED MESSAGE
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